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SINGER SEWING MACHINE. Equipped

t~

but·

SUNG LASS HD'OTS

tonhole, monogram, darn, fancy pauerns Pay
$19.00 and take machine. 268-4393,

CIQssifieds
PERSONALS

1.

HOW WOULD YOU like to make $3000 this
~ummer? 1,) Must be willing to relocate. 2,) Must be
mdepend.~nt. 3,) Must be a hard work~r. 4.) Must
have enure summer free. For an interview ·stop by
SUB 231-D, April 6 or 7, 12:00,3:00,6:00 or 9:00
pm.
04/07
CONTACTS??? POLISHING & SOLUTIONS.
Casey Optical Company. 255-8736
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traception, sterilization, abortion. Ri8ht to Choose,
294-0171.
04/28
~OW LONG CAN IT GO ON?'I?? Natural Sound
Records and 'rapes storewide sale is now in its third
month--t~e longest sale in the history of New Mexico.
All6:98 hst LP's are 3.99, all7.98 list LP's are 4.89
Higher list LP 1s and nil tapes, 1,00 off regular price:
Natural Sound has a large stock of used records and
tapes which ~re guaranteed against defects, priced at
1.99 up. Bnng down your unwanted records and
tapes and trade for cash or new music, Natural Sou~d
R:cords & Tapes, 119 Harvard SE, (across from
H1ppo fee Cream), and 8019-A Menaul NE.
04/14
GENERAL CINEMA CORP. discount movie tickets
now available, SUB Box Office. $2.50.
tfn
1ST A~NUAL EVERYTHING must go spring sale·ptpes, tobac~o's, paraphernalia, Imported
ctgaret.tes, ceiestml .teas, rainbows, incense,
everythmg up to 40 per cent off at Pipe & Tobacco
Road, 107B Cornell SE, acruss frorn UNM. M-F
8:30-6:00, Sat. 10·5. (Expecting a tax refund? One
dollar puts any pipe on layaway!)
04/10

a!l

HAIR-AUDITIONS-SUNDAY 4/9 12:00-7:00 pm
and Monday 4/10 6;30-10:00 pm, 142 E. DeVargas
Santa Fe. Come and/or caU 983-6644 HAIR. 04/10
GAYS/LESBIANS: WEAR blue-jeans on April 14
and demonstrate gay pride. Call 268-9240 for inT
formation.
04/14
CHAPARRAL TRY-OUTS BEGIN Monday, April
lOth thru Aprill~th. Meet in JohnsorrOym at4:30 by
trophy case.
04/11
STEVE MYER, MARIO ORTIZ--Vote the veterans
for ASUNM senate.
04/12
IT LOOKS like we've got h together.
04/07
WATCH FOR TCHI Paid for by EO.
04/06
YOUR $266,000 is decided by 20 people your vote
04/06
makes the difference. Vote COALITION.'
GONNA BOOGIE TONITE? Ned's has Street Talk
for dancing unti12 am.
04/06
BEULA ROSE CRABTREE, how about a 'picnic
Sunday? T.L. Thompson. XO.
04106
SWANSON'S REALLY COOKING. P/B reg. 04/06
RO~BAL,

We rc number one. Deceased Editors.

UNM BOOKSTORE SALE Slat IS Mo11day, Apri!IO·
·Watch LOBO for valuable coupon!
04/07
HYPERBARIC CHAMBER TOURII Scuba Club
members if you plan on going, place name in message
envelope, Scuba Office before4/14178.
04/12

2.

LOST&FOUND

FIND YOURSELF in ihe Peace Corps. Ortega 233.

ss

277~5907.

LOST: DEL RIO Antologia U"Literatura Espanola
Cal! Linde, 294·3248.
04/o6
LOST: LADIES BULOVA watch in west Jot or on
campus. Sentimental value. 293-0737.
04/06
LOST: BLACK LEATHER wallet. Please return to
mailing address on driver's license. No ques1ions
asked.
04/07
FOUND: POCKET CALCULATOR. identify, Kim,
04/10
881·1258.
FOUND: GREGORY CHARLES JOHNSTON'S 1D
in Saru Reynolds Hall. Claim Art Office, Room 204.
04/07

HAY A 'I SHALOM

Recorded Message
Phone 296·8568

Do You Need
Cash?
Earn $15.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center
8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

FOUND: OVERGROWN PUPPY--some labrador
blood. Has white on chest, orange ribbon around
neck. Found near Purdue PI, a·nd Amherst, 277-5240
or 255·8404.
04/07
FOU~D: LEV~ J~CKET, near Art Dept, Office.
Ident1fy and chum mArt Dept. Rm. 204.
04/i2
FOUND; POCKET CALCULATOR in UNM Kiva
trassroom, two weeks ago. Identify. 277-4034. 04/12
FOUND: WALLET BELONGING to Vincent
~ar_lon Brewer. Claim Rm. lOS, Marron Hall. 04/12
REWARD!! SMALL, BLACK, pregnant(?) Terrier
lost frorn Zimmerman during Spring break. 281-5817:
04/12

3.

SERVICES

LSAT·MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now,
Call PENM842-5200.
tf"
Q~ ~YPING SERVIC.E. A complrte typing and
ed1tonal_ system, Techmcal, general, legal, medical,
scholastiC. Charts & tables. 345-2125.
04/29
KINKO'S. TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
now 3-mnlUte Passport Photos, No appointment,
268-8515.
tfn
TYPING tST QUALITY, 883-7787.
tfn
ROTOTILLING BY APPOINTMENT. Group rates
availabl~. Call Tim, 268-6510.
04/28
~CCURATE

TYPING BY PROFESSIONAL. 242·
.266,
04/07
EDITORIAL SERVICE AND writing assistance,
265-1164,
04/10
TYPING .. CALL 266-0142.
04/14
NEED HELP WITH Papers? Typing, editing:
revision, research. 281-3001.
'
04/tO
ONE DAY RAFT Trips, 516. Bob 296-1725.
04/06

4. HOUSING
TRADE--MY HOUSE in Washington D.C. during
summer months for house or apartment in
Albuquerque. For particulars, call my mather-·
Albuquerque 266-3938.
•
,
04/06
ROOMMATE WANTED. SHARE nice 2 bdr,
house. 268-0910.
04/06
WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? Recreation rooms.
Study lounges. Pool, underground parking. Social
programs. 303 Ash NE, 243-288 J..
04/06
ROOMMATE WANTED--EXCEPTIONAL house
m Corrales. , Non·smoker, quiet, prefer graduate
student/workmg person. Sl40. 898· 7798.
04/06
FEMALE ROGMMA TE TO SHARE 2-bdrm apt
Full security. Share expenses. Call am 842-0046.04/07
ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE 2-bdrm
i'!Partmcnt ~-minutes from UNM, $95/monlh plus VJ
phone. Laundry. Move In May I st. Call4:00-6:00 pm
04/07
weekdays 265-0781.
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY. UTILITIES paid. 1710
Coal Pl. SE. Cnll898-t2l4.
04/to
RC?OMY 1-BDRM FURNISHED apartment, utilities
pa1d. 116 HarvardSE. Call898-1254.
04/10
FOR SALE OR RENT immediate occupancy, J974
14 X 65 Town and Country mobile home. 2 bedroom,
I 3/4 baths, fully carpeted. 898-7171.
04/13

5. FOR SALE
PEUGEOT BICYCLES SALES, service, accessories,
JJ Moped, .3222 Central SE, 268-3949.
04/14
OUTSTANDING PRICES ON Maxell C-90 blank
cassettes! UD: $3.25. UDXL: $4. Minimum 6.
Fircny, 256·1495,
04/17
YAMAHA CR·IOOO. Bose901 series III speakers plus
equalizer, and AKAI 6300 10 inch reel to reel tape
deck for just $1000. Contact Brian at 265-8478 and
leave message.
tfn
BICYCLES: BEST BUYS on French Bertin's and
~ther fine makes. From New Mexico's only direct
Importer. R.C. Hallet's, 843~9378.
04107
'_71 PINTO A/C, DEPENDABLE, reasonable, 268·
4174a(ter6pm.
04/07
MOVING SALE: 71 Maverick, TV, furniture. 2775237, 266-9945,
04/07
EXCELLENT TUNE-UPS $10. Bob, 26S-4ll54, 26l·
3225.
04/07
10 SPEED "ASTRA'' Bicycle llh: years old-excellem condition--plus extras, $65. Call Earl 2689949.
04/10
1967 PLYMOUTH. GOOD WORKING condition,
4-door, very reasonable. 6614 Central SE.
04/10
UNCLAIMED LAY-A .. WAY. Tappan microwave
oven, brand new browning element. adjustable
shelves. Very small monthly payments. 266·5872.
04/10
SPECJAL 3 DAYS ONLY. Sewing machine and
vacuum cleaner, clean oil and adjust, $3.95. 2665871.
04/tO

·04/10

· Ray-Bans, Photo-Chrome,
Gradients, Mirrors, or Polorized.

NEW SANSUJ RECEIVER system, Will s"acrifice
equity, Turntable, 2 King Kong speakers, cassette,
only 1 system. Assume small monthly payments. 266·
5871,

Big screen, tint
controls, new factory warranty, take over small
monthly payments till balan~;:e is pald off. 266-5872.

SONY TRINITRON COLOR.

\

1968 CAMARO RALLYSPORT. Great condition
883-4430.
•
04/10
HANG GLIDER, CIRRUS ?, 140 bag. applied
leadmg edges, mverted struts; excellent condition
836·9134 after 5:30 or weekends.
04/J:i

6.

EMPLOYMENT

(flext

dour to cu.sq Rexail Drug

.
·

·~---. Lomas at Washington
255-6329

OLDTOWN

04/10
UN~~LIEVABLE tO YEAR GUARANTEE, Color
tele~ISJon, unclaimed lay-a~way, automatic, fine
tunmg, No down payment, small monthly payments
266-4391.
04/10
OLD PIANO--HAMILTON, $200, 268·8303 2680754.
.
•04/t 1
ANTIQUE CLOTHING, NEW group--Large
collection, 1900-1919 whites, gowns velvets new
1_930's·l940's never-worn dres!ies. Fl'id,ay only, '12 pm
t1lS pm, 419 Dallas NE. Cash only.
04/07
'72 VEGA SEDAN, Excellent coudition. Economical
4-specd. $800, Must sell, Ca11881-2670 after 5 pm,
04/11
'?2 DATSUN FASTBACK. Top condition. New
t1res, battery, clutch. $1250 or best offer. Must sell.
Call881-6852after5pm.
04/Jl'
'72 PLYMOUTH $750. 266-9882,
04/t t
RED KIRBY•·ONLY $59 with Commercial heavy
duty motor. $5 per month, no interest, new warranty.
268-4394.
04/10

Gasey Optical Co,

Mak•rs of Hand Mad•
Indian J•w•try

04/10

,- jti.P.'i. RACf!EL

DIXON
~anON$ DOLORES WOOD
. LOBO Staff Writers

ALASKA GAS LINE

After allocating $275,223.75,
which is 75 cents more than it has,
the ASUNM Senate has offended a
·great many groups and left others
irate. Since the senate rationale for
the cuts has been printed in senate
meeting stories, the LOBO has
cbntact student groups for their
side of the story.
Fiesta Committee: Requested
$8000; was voted $4500. Treasurer
David Shaw said, "I think we can
survive on that. as long as next
year's committee follows what
we're doing this year such as
limiting live entertainment on the
mall to the daytime. But there are a
lot of expenses, like renting the
mall, getting entertainment, and
payirig to have it cleaned up the
next day."
Shaw said the committee would
probably go back to ASUNM in the
fall to ask for more money.

SUMMER JOBS

$2,000 A WEEK
doll~:~ ~o~e~~ls~~Otl~rc c~~ncke

too. capr_n

o.ne., two, even three t,tlOUSilnd

as a
11 ipCIInc-? Then don't pass up this
opp.ortun!ty to obtain Information which could lead to the l1iqhcst

~~~~~iu~~~~oc~~v;;n?;:ai~,e~J ~s~s:ib~~~~ n ~ortm~lio n1on the unions and

Al~ska with th
dd
< •
u
ow llose who came tn
land a ·ab
e ~o
s again.st t_hc": took the riCJtlt stops and were able to
. n
J
nn the Alaska 011 ~IPCiillc, St~ps y,vhicll could prove to be tile
~LI~wf~r~~~~~~u~lsaesa~ch f fo~ a JOb on tile Alaska qiiS line. The CJilS line Will
Canada and will of~
or sel vera I hundred miles bcfnrc crossnltl lllto
'
er emp oymcnt opporhJnitics for tho11sands Th 0
who
adva.ntage of_ these opporturi"lties could fmd
011
rtoh'c"ds~nolcfldnanclal sec':mtdy_. All requests for information will be processed
..
ay as rccc1ve .

tal<~

thems~lvcs'

t ~~

Mail $3.00 cash, check or money order to:

Nom•---'---------Address
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Stnte
Zip

Alaska Gas Line Services
P.O. Box 3616 O.T.

Anchorage, Alaska 99510

LIVE~IN HOUS~KFEPER, MATURE, responsible,
pl~asant perso~allt.y, to do house-sitting, be mindful
ol. 9-year:old_glrl, 1ron, shop, and o~casionally travel
With fam1ly, m exchange for room with bath board
and excellent salary. Please reply to: Nan~y. Bo~
933~. Albuquerque, NM 87119.
04/07
GOT THOSE SUMMER work blue's? Smile--students
wor~lng nmlonally known program made aJ)~roxlmat~ly $:.!50.00 per week in 1977. For more
ulformatton, call883-8181,
04/07
GRADUATE STUDENTS WITH technical
backg.mund to do bibliographic/litcraturNearching
part-time. Technology· Application Center, 2500
Central SE, 277-3622. Ask for Margie Hlava. 04/07
LIVE-IN AIDE for young handicap women. Femaie
preferred. Call after 5:30 pm. Basically eveOing arid
weekend work, Must drive. Cali821-773S.
04/11
OVERS~AS JOBS--S,UMMER/Year-round. Europe,
S. Amenca, Austral1a, Asia, etc. All fields, $::500~1200 ~onthly, expenses paid, sightseeing. Free
mformatton--Write: BHP Co., Box 4490, Dept. NB,
Berkely, Ca. 94704.
04/28
EARN SSO A DAY making deliveries: Musl have car
must be outgoing. Call Micah at 883-8182.
04/10

The ASUNM-GSA
Poetry Series

7.

TRAVEL

DRIVING OUT OF STATE? Our riders will share
gas and driving. I.T.C. 265-9860.
04/07
INTERNATIONAL CHARTER FLIGHTS, Eurail·
passes, travel information available at Inter~
continental Travel Centre. Our services are frecl 265·
9860.
04/111

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

DOWNTOWN STUDIOS AND OFFICES: Walk·
up; unique; safe: $30-$200 a month. Rosenwald
Building. Fourth and Central. 242-6166,298-6046.
04/07
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY: START your retail
business at the Downtown Bazaar. Stalls: $7,00/day,
SlOO.OO/month. Open Monday-Saturday. Rosenwald
Building. Fourth and Centrat 242-6166, 298-6046.
04/07
SING~R FUTURA TOP of the Line. Slightly used

but sull under warran1y. Push button bobbin-winder
blind hems, has hundreds of fancy stitches. RegularlY
$800, now $150 cash. 296-5115.
04/10
CUSTOM DESIGNED ENGAGEMENT and
Wedding rings, jeWelry for all occasions. 344-6470
04/24
after 6 pm. Gary Abeyta.

P'OLL WORKERS
ARE NEEDED FOR
SPRING ASUNM
ELECTIONS
For those interested, there will
be at short meeting on April
1Oth at 12:00 and 2:00 in the
SUB Room23l-D
.

.,"""

The Black Mountain Poet

New Mexico

Robert
Creeley

PAILV

presents

..

••••

Friday, April7, 1978

reading in the Kiva

Friday, April 7
at 8:00p.m.

NMPIRG Zoo Probe Stalls

TDDAY'S CBDSSIDBD PUZZLB
nickname
UNITED Feature Syndicate
ACROSS
50 Sway
Wednesday's
Puzzle Solved:
1 Rancid
52 Sitting room
5 Thick piece 54 Cover a
9 "The Sound
room surof-----''
face
14 Crystalline 56 Perform
substance
again
15 Assistant
59 Myth
16 Salted
62 Unders1ood
away: 2
64 Practical
words
65 Similar
17 Narcotic
67 Astonishes
herb
70 Consume
19 Fall flower
greedily
20 Islamic evil 71 Chemical
spirit
compound
21 Pungent
72 Principal .
tlavor
part
13 Sure thing:
items
23 Compass
73 Clothe
Slang
43
Knowledge
point
74 Risque
18
Organic
46
Diminutive
24 Canonized 75 Sea eagles
compound 48 -----de-lis
27 Grain for
22 Chum
51 Fit out
brewing
DOWN
25
English
'
53 Per
29 Money:
1 Yokels
town
schedule: 2
Slang
2
N.
Antilles
Deceitful
words
26
31 Machine
55
Unsuccessful
island
one
shop toots
3 Trifling
runner
28 Chern. class
35 A "T" of
4 Baseballer 30 Control ex- 57---:- as a
liT NT"
AI-----elusively
W~lstle
37 Caught with
5 Tool
32 Rowdy one 58 Tne~ o.ut
a lasso
39 Farm sound 6 Prevaricate 33 Moderate 59 Med1t. IS7 Asian port 34 Meatla~d: ~bbr.
40 Tramp
8 Darken
t b
60 Wmgltke
42 Handrail
9 "Downvege a le 61 Bestow
support
Under" bird 35 ~~:former 63 Albacore
44 Different
one
. 66 Entity
45 Attorney-- 1 0 Make unsta11 ~!mach an- 36 Set system . 68 ~li:dbad's
47 The----dra's wife 38 Shut out
69 Kind of
the green
12
Chills
41
Bakery
wood
49 Man's

Nurses Come in All Sexes
BCMC Employs Several Men

•

J.

We'll either take funds from
outside sources or from our own
pockets to continue our activities."
She said that the organization
was planning to ask ASUNM for
more money in the fall.
Speakers Committee: Requested
$15,610; was voted $12,710.
Chairman Damon Tobias said,
"The cut means that next year's
program will be smaller. There
wo11't be any more co-sponsored
special intere>t ,.:,e~ '·~rs. The
emphasis will be on commercial
speakers, it'll be an entertainmentoriented program."
LOBO: Requested $40,000; was
voted $30,000. Editor-in-chief Tim
Gallagher said, "We're unable to
say where the cut will be taken
from. We have to get an estimate
from our printing company. We're
speculating that the cut will affect
us in the press run, we'll have to cut
down the number of papers that
wiil be printed every day."
Student Vets: requested $6700;
was voted $4,437,30. Treasurer
:Wayne Nickless said, "We' II be
able to work with the money. The
cut in the budget means that one
job position will be cut out, but if
the secretarial pool goes through,
that· will alleviate that problem.
Those are the breaks. We might to
back for more money if the
secretarial pool doesn't go
through."

Cultural Committee: Requested
$25,900; was voted $4000.
Chairman David Epstein said,
"The senate is hurting the students
and that's who they're supposed to
be representing. There's going to be
a tremendous increase in student
prices for cultural events. I'll do
whatever I can to get whatever
. .
.
money I can get, even if it means
d he resigned from the zoo newsletter Withm the ctty and standing on my head •'
Moore
sai
$30,000 annually, and that Throp
By TIM GALLAGHER
International Center: Requested
accepted provided the city pay for Audobon Zoo because of dif- locally •. ~ut PIRG said i.t found that
LOBO Editor
his move to Albuquerque and give ~~!~~e!cla~~':,.,,, ·~:r!~,r:;~-~~~~ _:~~PC:::~I~n. ~as ,ad~~~ sed for only .l}~,MJ-:-...c\~l\~n:.,~oMfk.,'iiM-;1!;\~,
In the blazing heat of a midhim 20 working days annual leave.
is governed by 24 members who are Journal and was not advertised in "I think it was a fair amount given
morning sun, the New Mexico
The letter continues that the city appointed by the mayor and the the newsletter.
to the International Center. There
Public Interest Research Group
said Hibben did not have the shifting board complexion led him
Moore
said
the
city
perso.n~el
is
a financial problem and people
said it has carried its investigation
authority to offer Throp the job to a situation where "I couldn't get department handles the advertlsmg should try to get along with it.. All
of the Rio Grande Zoo as far as it
and then hired Moore on July 22, along with them and they couldn't and he. ~oes not kno'Y how often organizations should cooperate.
can and is asking the attorney
1977 at a salary of $27,500. NM- get along with me."
the pos1t1on was advertised.
The International Center is happy
general to carry the ball from where
PIRG did not know whether Moore
The letter also says that Moore
NMPIRG further alleges that to help ASUNM."
NMPIRG, left off.
was fired or resigned but said he left told NMPIRG that the curator of
!cont. on page 31
Child Care Co-op: Requested
Ray Szekunda, of the NMPIRG
the Audobon Zoo because of birds position was advertised in a
$21 ,500; was voted the same. CoBoard of Directors, said at a
director George O-Neil said,
"irreconcilable
differences."
Thursday morning press conference
"We're going to take our $7000
on the steps of the NMPIRG office,
from GSA and $21,500 from
"We've gone as far as we can.
ASUNM and ask for an expanded
Doors have been slammed in our
role in child services from the
faces. People have clammed up. We
administration, like getting student
can't slip subpoenas under a door:
tendency in the past to accept teachers."
The attorney general can."
by DEBBIE LEVY
situations--they haven't put up a
NMPIRG called the press
Student Daytime Activities:
LOBO Staff Writer
fight."
conference to announce the fin$7000; was voted $4000.
Requested
Male nurses at the Bernalillo
Cloren said the pay for nurses Assistant Dean of Students Tom
dings of its investigation of the Rio
County Medical Center are a
has to get better because men are Hogg said, "I agreed to the cuts in
Grande Zoo which they said was welcome addition to the profession,
now a large minority in the light of the financial situation. We
not "thorough."
at
UNM.
said
nursing
students
profession.
·The mern ber of the investigative
~liminated live entertainment that
"We love having them around,"
"The number of males in nursing was planned for one day a week in
committee spent a good deal of
said student Pam Norris. "They
will increase about 10 times within the SUB but we'll still have the
time saying that the zoo was a
have
different
opinions
from
the next five years," he said. important thing--videotapes five
"political hotbed" and that recent
female nurses about some top1cs.
"Socially, men have always days a week."
hirings were politically motivated,
For exam pie, they are usually
brought in more money working
He said that the organization was
but admitted they had no proof.
of
male
assigned
to
take
care
that
more
than
females
do.
The
fact
"We are nbt qualified to say the
not planning to ask for more
males will be in nursing can only money.
persons hired are not competent," patients and they don't think that's
always right,'' she explained.
result in an increase in pay for all
said Szekunda, "but their
Nursing student John Cloren said
nurses.,
qualifications are dubius."
Lobby Committee: Requested
the male nurses have a job to do
But males in nursing are a
The investigation centered on the and there should be no difference in
$2056.56;
was voted $800.
minority, neverthlesss. They
hiring of John Moore as zoo patient assignments based on the
constitute about 10 percent of the Chairman Leonard Garcia said,
director and the subsequent hiring
sex
of
the
nurse.
nursing students at UNM, a "The money is not near as much as
of Fay Steele as curator of birds.
But Cloren gave an example of
spokesman for the College of is needed to 'furiction. The only
Moore and Steele previously when male nurses can be helpful to
reason we're accepting the money is
Nursing said.
worked together in the Audoban female nurses in patient care.
"As a white male," Cloran said, that we got verbal promises from
Park Zoo in New Orleans, La.
"An obese woman had to be
"! am in a minority for the first some senators to get extra money to
Moore was hired as zoo director lifted out of bed and the nursing
time in my life. I stand out more. I make up the differecne on the
after the decision had been made to station sent a tiny woman to help
keep thinking people look at me budget. We're looking for a $1200
create the po~ition of curator of her. They finally got me to lift her
and wonder what my sexual appropration."
birds, but Szekunda speculated and the patient kept saying
Intramural and Recreation:
preferences are."
"this was possibly part of a
$2,000; was voted $650.
Requested
'Remarkable--there should be more
Twenty-nine year old Cloran said
package deal."
John Cloran
male nurses tend to be older than Greg Robinson, in charge of
"If we stick to the facts we have male nurses,' " Cloren said.
"In fact," he continued, "l have
renting out equipment, said the cut
,no evidence that the hiring (of received nothing. but positive the mates help them breaoL feed. their female counterparts.
"Males may be interested in would mean the shop would only be
Steele) is connected to Moore's comments directly from patients, The women think it's kind of hip."
able to buy six new pairs of crosshiring," Szekunda said. "But it is and indirectly through my
Cloren said more males are nursing at a young age, but the country skis, rather than the 20 it
profession is not socially acpossible they were related. I .don't
needed in all areas of nursing.
professors."
ceptable.
The young don't buck had planned. "After spring break
want to say anything more."·
"The profession is too docile,"
Nursing
student
Andrea
all our skis were rented out for the
Moore said the charge is "not Wilensky said males are "adored'' he said. "It's been controlled by society," he said.
Cloran has no aspiratins to at- rest of the semester on weekends.
true."
This means we will not be able to
by the patients, especially the women who have been brought up tend medical school.
NMPIRG's letter to the attorney
as
second
class
citizens.
Nurses
are
in obstetrics.
"Nursing is a stepping-stone to service as many more students ·as we
general said that interim zoo woman
directly
responsible
for
many
lives,
"The women in the maternity
would like to."
director Frank Hibben offered the ward love the males," she said. yet they don't get paid much., I med school for some people, but
teont. on p:age3)
directorship to J.L. Throp of the "They get a real kick out ofit when think this stems from women's not f'lr me," he said.
Honolulu Zoo at a salary of

Asks Attorney _General's help

TELE~HONE INTERYIEWER. OPINION surveys,

part ume; no expenence necessary. Will train; ·
students/non-students; interviews to be .held April
13~ 14; Call Urban Observatory 277-5638 for appomtment.
04/11
T~VEL! FOREIGN SHIPS! Good pay! No expenence. Men/Women, Stamped long envelope.
GLOBETROTTER, Box J266-C4, Kansas City; MO.
64141.
04/06
ALL INDIAN PUEBLO Council Inc,: DIRECTOR-~roup home. MA ,Guidance& Counseling, experience
m programmatiC planning, supervision, im·
plementation, leadership and Coordination,
STUDENT ADVISOR--two positions. One full-time
one part-time. Third )'ear college student!> or com:
parable experience. HOUSEPARENTS--One married
co~ple and relief houseparent part-lime. BA in Social
Science or comparable experience. FOR ALL THESE
POSITIONS, experience .in effective interp~rsonal
relationships preferably with Nacvle American Youth
is ~esirable. Send resume to Personnel Dept., All
ind1an Pueblo Council Inc., 1015 Indian School Rd.
NW, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87197. Deadline,
Aprill4.
04/1 t

and

Agora: Requested $7659.60; was
voted
$6000. Student director Jay
Speakers Committee
Moses said, "We'll only have·$900
0
left
after salreis and phone bills for
International Center
everything."
Because of the
" .<"/n .. :>14,705
organization's expansion into:
projects, .such as self-help groups,
Moses sa1d they would go back to
Child Care Co-op
ASUNM in the fall to request more
.8%$21
money.
NMPIRG: Requested $47 ,200;
was voted $40,000. Staff director
Betsy Remage-Healey said, "I feel
NMPIRG got left holding the bag
LOBO 10.9% $3o.ooo'j
for the deficit the senate made.
We're not happy about how things
turned out."
Ge~eral Govt. Fund
She said the organizatimi would
KUNM21.1o/o $58,000
11.9% $'11.,707 .67
"re-evaluate the situation once
..• Ulrough the elections.'
·'
KUNM: Requested $58,000; was
voted
the same amount. General
14.. 5%
Paul Mansfield said that
Manager
$40,000'
the organization was "very much
satisfied" with their budget.
Kiva: Requested $10 ,396; was
1
J
voted $6500. Administrator Bernice
I.
r ,. \ •
Paquin said, "We're not going to
be able to work at full capacity.
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WASHINGTON (UPI) -The accepted a postal bill that also
House voted Thursday to give abolishes the board of directors of
Congress a veto power over any the postal service.
effort to stop Saturday mail
The bill would authorize $1.8
deliveries and other proposals that billion a year to run the postal
would reduce U.S. Postal Service 'service over the next five years. The
operations.
· administration wants to hold the
By a 38 4-11 vote, the House annual outlay to below $1 billion.

Casey Optical Co.
w

Ca.~ey

Covered
Wlll"agort
1

Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry

Rt':r.oll Drul!.)

Lomas at Washington
255-

OLDTOWN

LUlHEP. HOUSE IN\/ITES You 7HI'!o SUNOAV TO A •••

r>ietri<h Bonhoelrer

Festival

IN MEMORY OF THE 201'K tENTORY
PASTOR, THEOLOi;tA~ ANI> MARTYR

BORN FEBRUARY <T, 1906
EXEC.UTED BY THE GESTAPO, APRIL 9, 1'345
SPEAKER:

l>r. WHiiam Lesher,

PRESIDI\NT, LUTHERAN SCHOOL OF THf.OLOGV,CHICAGO

5UNDAY, APRIL 3, 2:00P.M~ U.N.M. ALUMNI CHAPEL

•note time challse

Grand Canyon
National Park Lodges

Find a Job
Find Yourself
at the Grand Canyon!
Working at the Grand Canyon National Park
Lodges is a unique experience for many.
The beauty of the rand, the friendly working
environment, the chance to meet people
from all over the world - these are just
some of the reasons why many of our employees work year-round or return season
after season.
Currently, we have many excellent groundfloor opportunities avai~able. Room and
board, salaries, benefits and complete
training are provided. Advancement depends on your desire and effort - ours is a
promote from withm company_
If you are a hardworki!"·::J •~•di·Jidual. at least
eighteen years old. a"•d abt"; t·~ ·~r·M"; " 'l>'Z1
rPfi~ndabll'..:' rJr::nos:t ,·:·. -- ~ ..;
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World News
To Start April 11

Israel Plans Withdrawal
UNITED NATIONS (UPI) Israel presented to the United
" Nations Thursday a plan for initial
withdrawal of its forces from South
Lebanon starting next Tuesday, a
spokesman announced.
The Israeli plan was submitted

Soldier
Burial
Urged
WASHINGTON (UP!) -Sen.
George McGovern told Defense
Secretary Harold Brown Thursday
to stop the "nit-picking" and bury
the remains of an unidentified
Vietnam veteran in the Tomb of the
Unknowns.
ln a letter to Brown,
McGovern, D-S-D., said the
Pentagon should make a blind
choice between identical caskets
containing the remains of two men
who were killed in the conflict but
cannot be identified.
So far, there is no Vietnam
veteran buried at the hallowed
military shrine in Arlington
National Cemetery, because the
Pentagon maintains it has no body
that meets the regulations required
of the honor.
The Army does have the
remains of three still-unknown
Vietnam soldiers at its central
identification laboratory in Hawaii,
but one has been ruled out on
grounds there is some chance it may
yet be identified.
The Pentagop claims the other
two are only X> percent whole and
do not meet the 8 0 percent body
requirement that was used for the
unknown veterans of World War I,
World War II and Korea.

"The withdrawal will take
after Secretary General Kurt
place
in two stages -the first in the
Waldheim sent an urgent personal
message to Israeli Prime Minister Marjayoun-Arqoub area on April
Menahem Begin urging speedy 11,'' Slilasvuo said in a message to
withdrawal of his forces from the U.N. headqarters.
"It includes the Khardalay
area in compliance with a demand
Bridge
and a number of villages
of the U.N. security council.
such
as
Kaukaba, El-Faradis, ElGen. Mordechai Our, chief of
Habbariya,
Ebel E-Saki, Kafr
staff of the Israeli forces, presented
the plan to Maj. Gen. Ensio Chouba and Shabnaa. The withSiilasvuo, Commander of the U.N. drawal in this area excludes the
forces in the Middle East. The pull- villages of Marjayoun, El-qlaia, Elback from positions occupied in Kiam, EI-Khirba and Dcir Mimess.
West of Marjayoun the depth of the
March will begin Tuesday.
withdrawal will be approximately
1.2 to 1.8 miles and between
Kaukaba and. Shabaa about 4.2
miles.
"The second stage of withdrawal which will take place on
April 14 will cover an area from a
point on the I.itani River 1.2 miles
west of the Aqaya Bridge to a point
.6 mile~ west of Dcir Mimcss. The
depth or thi~ widthdruwal will he
approximately :1to 3.6 mile~ and the
WASHINGTON (UP!)
area
include the village< of Taybc,
President
Carter
Thursday
Kantara,
Randurin and Fcrun,
nominated Col. Margaret Brewer, a
spit and polish officer who helped including the main road between
break down Marine Corps sex Tau he and Randuria."
discrimination barriers, to be the
first female General in leatherneck
history.
The nomination of Col.
Brewer, 47, a 26-year nmrine
veteran, to one-star brigadier rank
is subject to Senate approval.
The Marines are the last of the
services to elevate a woman to
WASHINGTON (UPI)
general's or admiral's rank. The Apathy, a lack of regulatory hack·
army; Navy and Air Force have had
bone and greater concern for
two such offlcer each for several profits than for lives have delayed
years.
the introduction of vital safety
The proposed promotion
device~ on jumbo railroad tank
accom panics plans to make Col.
cars, a Florida fire chief said
Brewer the Marines' director of Thursday.
information ~hief spokespersonOther local and state officials
at
corps
headquarters
in
voiced similar views, urging a
Washington.
major speedup in the federal
timetable for requiring special
couplers and shields to reduce the
chances a tank car will catch fire,
explode or release deadly gat; clouds
because of a derailment.
"Tho~c of us in the rire service, the first on the scene of the
hazardous material accidents, need
help," Donald Flinn of the
International As<.ociation of Fire
chief•, told a National iran··r•r,rlalion "iafety Board hearing

Marine
General
Nominee
A Woman

POLL WORKERS
ARE NEEDED FOR
SPRING ASUNM
ELECTIO!\~S

Apathy Blamed
For Absence
of Railroad
Safety Devices

"

·.-"

of National Health Care costiQS a ..mmunilm" of $Z5b!ll!on-.m- aiidJt!onal, .. :ye_atexpeegmg I !percent 9:f:thelr meol,lle.at a ~o~t ,ofollD~)ltf6.3-b!lllPi');: · · ... · . · ',"<~··:·,. ·
federal spending, the d11partment of Health, Ed11i!~tion and We1fare:said . .
~ealt.li.f-rl,~~t1lllce, it said~ np,!stbe.su~i;Jl~<,D.fellt~<fi§Y.:~n~es;.in1i~ilstyJe,'. · ; ~:::;·:;_: ;,:
Thursday.
:
·
.
,: ·
· ·
:n,
: . .t\l~ultmg-.m bet.ter.per~!iW~ health,,. mcte.a&~!l :~e~hcal,s~FVJ.ces m··arewr
· ·' ,.,.
Sen. ·Edward Kennedy, D•Mass., told reporters 'after a. mt1Ctir.IRWith . ~!thout adequate l}:ea_ltb,:·care, and more efficient use·of heaf~hl-services: ,'· __
President Carter the White House and congressional leaders "'have ·. . A "relatively lean" health insurance package covering ·hospital,
agreement on the general principles for national health insurance."
outpatient and doctors' services, limited mental· health benefits and
Carter will announce his health insurance policy this spring, said preventive services for children would result in- increased federal exHEW Secretary Joseph Califano.
penditur~s of $21Jillion to $34 billion, HEW said.
''This initiative will be one of the most politically intricate and difThe memo outlihed for possible pla'ns:
ficult projects that President Carter wili undertake," Califano saiil.
--A "consumer choice" plan using tax credits, voucqers and other
HEW released a memorandum circulated to cabinet members and top stimulants to increase the extent and quality of private health insurance.
White House offcials saying problems in the health care system are too
--A "target plant" guaranteeing coverage for poor personal and
broad to be solved solely by improved health insurance coverage.
providing protection against the catastrophic costs of major illnesses.
"We need a national health program, not just national health_ in--A "public corporation" plan with the federal government largely
surance." it said.
replacing the privat_e health insurance industry and providing universal
Nearly 45 million Americans have either no health insurance or insurance coverage through a federally chartered corporation.
inadequate protection against the costs of illness, including 8 million
--A "publicly guaranteed" plan with strong federal control over
persons whose incomes fall below the official government poverty line, insurance and providing universal coverage under a federal-private inHEW said.
surance partnership.

House Votes Veto Power
To Stop Saturday Mails

\t.yeglasses or Contact Lenses
One day service, quality and
style at reaSonable cost
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Budget

Natlql'al

Chicano
Health
Organiz~tion: Requested $4,907;
was voted $3,993. NCHO will have
trouble handling correspondence
and prepairing materials for its
tutoring program, Alfred Santistevan, leader of NCHO, said.
The secretary the group had
planned in its budget was vetoed by
the senate.

P(!etry Series: Requested $2,600;
was voted $649.95. Robert Spiegel,
chairman, said the group will go
· back in the fall to tryto get another
$ 1, 500. "I don't want to say it
won't exist, but instead of the
poetry series it will be about two
readings. It's surprising and almost
frightening the way the senate
.neglected
the
arts-they're
Crafts Center:
Requested representing student intererest,
$5,763.65; was voted $3,898. "We especially in a university with such a
won't be, able to repair everything large arts enrollement."
we wanted to," a craft center
Disabled on Campus: Requested
superviser said. "We need to fix the
$675; was voted $100. "We were
kilns, the photography equipment told to come before the senate for a
and to buy new pottery wheels. The direct appropriation in the fall,''
cut means we won't get to do that." Leslie Donaovan, president of
Residents
Hall
Students DOC, said. "If we don't get the
· · - we won •t be
Association: Requested $3,500,· was --------money 1't -WI'II mean
voted $2,500. "The senate said it able to plan any awareness days or
was cutting us one event at first, but other projects such as architectural
they ended up ·cutting us three b arner
· pro)ec
· t s, " she sa1'd .
events,'' Rick Gom_ez, president of
RHSA. "We usually sponsor three
movies and three or four dances."
Duplicating Center: Requested
$1,078.48; was voted $737.64. The
center had been told it was receiving
$937 until Thursday, Megan
Lineau, .center coordinator said.
The cut to $937 would have just
Education student Steve Maple
meant a precaution for a possible was elected president of GSA this
rise in the minimum wage would week 978-79 by a margin of 97
have been dropped. "Now, I don't votes. The GSA budget was also
know what it will mean. Probably approved by a vote of389 to I 14.
we won't have enough money for
Out of 556 votes, Maple received
paper," she said.
233. His closest competitor Joe
General Government: Requested Tapia with 136 votes. Next was
$37,749.48; was voted $32,707.67. Normon Todd with 108, then Greg
Two projects for typewriters for McReynolds with 74. There was
student use and for recruitment to one write in for G. Moore and four
no-votes.
UNM were cut.

• • •
(cont. hom page 11

Organization of Research and
Consumer Affairs: Requested
$2,935; was voted 0. "The senate is
the only way we can get funding,
most of it goes for salaries. We will
go before the senate in the fall to try
and get funding. I am not sure how
we wili operate until then,'', Skip
Sauer, ORCA staff member, said. .
The ATM business club
requested $3,001 and got it. The
IFC-Panhellenic requested $1,500
and got it. The student nurses
Association requested $1,398 and
got $1,378.
Representatives of the Returnfng
Students Association which got
$1,726 and of the Albuquerque
boycott Committee which got $180,
could not be found for comments.

•••••••••

Grad Students
Elect Maple

N

The Greek community is
holding a Bed Push down Central
Saturday, April 8 from 9 a.m.
noon.
l'oct Robert Crec!cy will read
tonight at 8 in the Kiva.
UNM Simulntions Assoclntion
will hold a business meeting
Sunday, April 9 ut noon in the Law
School. Check Room 2022 for
location.
.
An open meeting for the New
Mexico Women's Forum will be
held for purposes of evaluation
tonight at 7 at 1718 EscalanteSW.
For more in formation call 2773930.
StJenkcr's Committee meets
today at I :30 in SUB Room 245

Toduy is the lnst duy the Toney
Anaya for Scnntc Committee will
be registering. people to V!ltc in the
SUB.

ASUNM
Hopefuls
To Debate
Candidates for ASUNM
senate, vice president and president
will "meet the press" in a live
debate on KUNM-FM today, and
April 10 and I 1. The debates will
take place a noon each of three days
on the mall.
Dan Wagner, news director for
the station, said, "Using live radio
can be an effective means of
generating issues of on a spontaneous basis and exciting listeners
because it is live."
He also said in a telephone
interview that the debate will center
around student comments on how
they feel their representation in
student government has been and
should be.
Aspirants to the august scats in
the ASUNM senate will debate on
Friday, Arpil 7. Those candidates
itching to get their hands on the
blue pipe-gavel wielded by the vicepresident will debate April 10. On
April 11 the three competitors for
the SUB greenhouse office occupied by the president will debate.

PI RG & the Zoo

This was the first year voting was
extended until 7 p.m. This was to
make it easier for night students to
vote.
Poll-worker
David
McCamerriy, estimated that approximately one-third of the votes
were cast during the evening.
Almost 20 per cent of the graduate
students voted this year.
Maple was out of town and not
available for comment. He is the
first non-law student to be elected
president in six years.
Margaret Moses,
existing
president, said "I'm sad that it's
not a law student but I think Steve
will de a good job."

after Steele was hired he took a oneyear leave of absence to work with
the World Wildlife Fund with his
job secure until he returns.
NMPIRG also cited the Dimes
for Dinosaur program as an
example of "massive confusion,"
but would not substantiate this
charge.
l\:1oore agr~ed about the con-,
fusion but smd the program was
sponsored by a citizens group called
the New Mexico Zoological Society
and he had nothing to do with it.
NMPIRG also alleged that
Moore told them he is a research
associate at John Hopkins
University yet the University's
personnel department of the School
of Hygiene and Public Health could
produce no file on him.
Moore replied by saying he has a
letter from the dean of the school of
hygiene announcing his appointment as a research associate
until the middle of this year.
When asked why they chose to
investigate the Rio Grande Zoo,
Szekunda answered, "The zoo was
brought to our attention as a
political hotbed." When asked who
brought it to the attention of
NMPIRG, Szekunda refused to be

specific saying only, "there was a
lot of talk about it among our r;·
0
staff."
"The political environment has Si'
not changed and has to be cleared ~
'up before. the zoo can be a sue- r
0t:ll
cessful operation."
Moore said he thought NMPIRG 0
had chosen to investigate the zoo )because of a "disgruntled employee
who was fired and he was thick with
their (NMPIRG's) people.

'2,
~

"It seems a little weird to me that
they would print a statement about
John Hopkins without checking
with me. I could have shown them
the letter.
"I don't know. It's very
strange," said Moore.
NMPIRG said they asked the
attorney general's office to investigate because they felt "the city
is not the proper body to investigate
the city. We feel the same way
about the district attorney. We
doubt that thorough and unbiased
investigations could be conducted."
The attorney general's office said
it has taken no official action on the
request.

United Campus Ministry
A Progressive Christian Fellowship To Give You New Power

Christian Dating
Part of a series on Building Good Relationships
Sunday, April9, 5:30p.m. Meal: 75 cents
At the United Ministries Center
1801 Las Lomas NE 247-0497
Positive. Joyful and Christian
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Headline: UNM Club Denied Field. Item: A rugby club composed of
UN M st~dents was denied use of a campus facility while a city team
was allowed to use it because the mayor asked the U NM president.
Item: Cultural Committee Chairman David ~pstein tells the student
senate that it "just screwed 14,000 students" by cutting the committee's budget to $5,000 even though almost 14,000 students took
advantage of ticket discounts the year before. Senate responds by
cutting the budget to $4,000.
Item: Medical Sciences Library restricts its lending policy to a select
group of students because the library doesn't have enough money to
buy many books.
·
EVERY TIME I READ ITEMS SUCH AS THESE, my blood begins
to boil. Say what you like about improvements, by and large UNM
students are still treated like second-class citizens around this campus.
I wish I had a degree hour for every time I've been frustrated trying to
cash a check or pick one up from the cashier's office. I'd have a PH.D.
by now.
I wish I had a dollar for every time I've been incorrectly billed by the
library, mistakenly dropped from my ·courses for supposed nonpayment of tuition that I have receipt for, or suppresed a grievance
against a teacher because I thought it would hurt me to complain. I'd
have the tuition for grad school.
I DON'T MEAN TO SOUND NEGATIVE aqout everything that's
happened to me as I complete four years at this institution of higher
learning, but if nothing else, I've learned that very little change has
taken place in the atttitude toward students at UNM.
It seems that the more things change, the worse they get. When was
the last time you saw anyone asking the students what they thought
about an issue?
Did the campus planning committee take an active role in seeking out
student opinions on changes in the parking system even though it is the
students who will be most directly affected by those changes?
AND I, FOR ONE, WAS NEVER APPROACHED by any of our
student representatives on where I thought cuts should be made in the
budgets of groups that affect students' lives. Instead we had a select
group picked by about 15 percent of the student body making decisions
based on what would get them the most votes in next Wednesday's
election.
I've seen it happen year after year. I haven't seen much change. 1
don't notice the athletic department offering the students the same
parking passes that they offer to season ticket holders. I do notice
students getting the shaft when it comes time to see the NCAA
playoffs, even though the money to pay for that beautiful arena came
from the institution that we all pay to attend.
I don't notice anyone trying to rectify the horrendously unfair
situation in which faculty and staff are sent applications for parking
stickers months ahead of the students. Perhaps that's because they're
paid to work here. We only pay to come here.
THROUGHOUT MUCH OF THIS COUNTRY'S HISTORY,
minority groups have claimed that they are treated like second-class
citizens. Please welcome the students to the crowd.
And if you're reading along nodding your head and bitching about
those unfair administrators, then get ready for a shock. It's your own
damn fault this situation has come about.
When was the last time you voted in an election for someone you
thought might be responsive to student needs? When was the last time
you buttonholed some student senator and told him how you felt about
an issue? Did you ever consider making your feelings known 'about the
parking situation? When we tried to schedule another one to fit the time
available to students, 11 persons showed up.
THERE ARE A GOOD MANY FAT CATS breathin'g a sigh of relief
that the days of student activism are gone. That way they never have to
get off their cans and do something before the students start breathing
fire down their necks.
To be sure, rampant destruction which sometimes took place in the
turbulent 60s is not the answer to our problems today. But all students
would probably benefit from the activist spirit instilled in many of the
students of that era.
The 1970s student is a different breed concerned with education and
getting a good job, not changing the world.
BUT THE WORLD will change if we continue to own these com·
placent altitudes. Except it won't be the world we want because we
won't be making any of the decisions. Fat cats will make them for the
second class citizens of 1980.
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J.• etters
Editor:

DOONESBURY

Geraldine Says·

Thirty-one years ago, in recognition of the need to improve the
cultural life of this University, the Associated Students established the
Cultural Program Committee, directed it to develop a Performing Arts
Pro~ ram and gave it sufficient funds to do so for that year.
Since that beginning in 1947, thousands upon thousands of students
have been introduced to the joys and excitements of the theater and the
concert hall. Some of the finest singers, dancers, actors and musicians
~ave performe? here to the delight of students, faculty and our friends
10 the commumty.
T~r?ughout the years students have been encouraged by ASUNM to
part1c1pate by arranging for ticket prices to be kept at a level that all
stu?ents could afford. For this current year, ASUNM allocated $20,000
wh1ch enabled us to offer 15 great performances to students for as little
as $1 per show, and this year we've issued almost 15 000 tickets to
students at a savings of over $45,000.
'
Your Senate now proposes to reduce that support to a mere $4,000
for next year.
Such a cut-back can only mean one thing-- the days of bargain rates
to students for fine, live entertainment will be over.
·
We have an excellent program lined up for next season and you will
be encouraged to attend. But your discount on a $10 ticket will be
exactly $1 and you will be able to buy the best seat in the House for THE
WIZ for only $14.
That's what you can expect if the proposed ASUNM budget is approved on election day, April12.
Like Geraldine says "What you see, is what you get."

by Clint Shirley

P&TITION:S

CIIN HANG ON Tf/13
OUTO?MB! YOU CAN'T
8/JL/t.V/3 7118 tliNGTH5
SOMG COUNTRIBS 50

70!

Daily News

There was good news and bad news for NMPIRG Tuesday. The bad
news was AS,UNM's $5,000 cut in our proposed budget. NMPIRG has
been left hold1ng the bag for the deficit the senate created for itself.
~ut there was good news too. Cham-Nuclear, the private industry
wh1ch has spent over $700,000 trying to establish a site for low-level
nuclear ~aste disposal in northern New Mexico, announced that they
were pulling out of our state for good. It's one of those events that
mak_es the day-to-day struggle worthwhile. We don't claim solo credit
for 1t, ~ut our h~rd lobbying in the 19n Legislature helped pass a
moratonum delaymg Cham-Nuclear's plans for a year, and since then
we h;lped th~ community near Cimmaron organize local opposition to
the diSposal s1te.
Some of the projects we work on take several years to show results.
But ~he departure of Cham-Nuclear is a big step towards ridding New
Mex1~0 .of nuclear waste once and for all. We're proud to have had a
part m 11. We ask your support for our (reduced) budget next Wednesday, so we can continue to work in the public interest.
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thought. that allows
Editor:
I would like to know Alan Stud,ent to.. be distributed around
Lebowitz's explani!tion for his letter the campus,
Remember,
"No( Sunday School." Why did he · this is the Vniversity of New Mexico
send this blatantly a~C~ti-Christ .campus-a state owned institution·
propaganda to our student for learning, a school in which all
newspaper? What was the purpose viewpoiJJts
whether. Christian,
of his letter - to convert students Moslem, com.mu'nist or democratic
to his owri totalitarian beliefs? I should have equal chance to be
think it is great that there is heard so that all students can have
freedom of press, speech and knowledge of a topic before
deciding for or against it.
Remember this, if free press were
suppressed, as you, Mr. Lebowitz
would like, your letter would never
Editor:
have been printed and nobody
On Apri13, La Mesa Chicana held would know whether or not you are
a luncheon meeting with the
narrow minded.
. 1R H
Dame
. errera
lieutenant governor candidates. I
was unable to attend, but I would
like to thank the officers of La Mesa
SHAPE UP!
Chicana for the hospitality they
It's always cheaper to repair your color TV
accorded my brother Jimmy
or stereo. REG. $14.95 Service cail $4.95
Rutherford who represented me.
w/Ad, 'FREE Walk In Esl. wiAd.
255·5952
Tom Rutherford
TV WORLD OF N.m.
933 South San Pedro Village
State Senator

THE ROLLING STONES•••
THEIR GOLDEN CATALOG

Join the
Housing Professions

Jim Johansen
Ray Szekunda
Board of Directors

Editor:
I see that it is again the time of year when an inbred senate looks at
the world and all the campus groups are sent scurrying for their
financial lives. It often happens that smaller groups such as the Poetry
Series are unable or unwilling to scurry in the accepted manner. They,
however, should not be forgotten in the rush, especially when one
considers how little of the budget our learned senators allocate to the
arts.
. Almost unconscioulsy words like myopic and cultureless spring to my
lips. Not only does the Poetry Series bring to campus a necessary
educational and intellectual stimulus, but it builds the school's regional
reputation. Fortunately in the yearly struggle the LOBO and the student
body have always supported and defended the Poetry Series. Once
again friends, it is necessary for this to happen, if you want to keep this
school from becoming an a.rtistic and cultural wasteland (pretend you
are at ENMU in Portales) and if you want to keep your intellectual
growth In your own hand under your own starch sheets. Do you know
what the French mean by the word "Declasse?"

r;·
Today's ~

For An Interview Call 883-8181

upon five years experience in the U.S. Navy's Nucl~ar P?wer Progra~
and four years spent earning a· Bachelor of Engmeenng degree m
energy and power systems.
.
.
Before 1 begin with my opinion, however, I would like to po1nt out
that 1 hav.e not always been in favor of nuclear power. I left .!he Navy
because 1 detest the military way of life and because I detest the ga~e
of Russian Roulette we are laying with nuclear weapons. After leavmg
the Navy, 1 became a staunch anti:nuc, not because of the many
arguments against nuclear pow13r bemg offered by Nader and others,
but because of one sim pie reason. As I put it once to the manager of
Phillips Petroleum Company's Uranium Branch, who wa.s my employer
at the time 1 did not feel that another once of uran1um should be
mined or a~other reactor constructed, until a safe method of disposal
was f~und. 1 have since learned that such a demand simply ignores the
..
reality of the situation.
Many people are unaware; as they were aware of ~he e~:rgy cns1s
before the seventies, of a much more consequent1a~ cns.1s we are
facing. 1 am speaking of the materials crisis. By matenals I ';lean ~he
natural resources used to make any kind ~f power plant (mcludmg
solar), any kind of building, any kind of clothmg, any kmd of food, and
anything else for that matter. How many of y~u even suspect that at
the current rate of increase in the rate of depletion of the known glob~ I
reserves of iron, those reserves will be depleted in 93 years? And e~en !f
we are off by a factor of five in estimating these res.er~es, we. ~111 still
un out in 173 years. 1 could give you many more s1m1far stat1st1cs on
~ther materials, ·but take a look for yourself in Science, vol.194.
What does this have to do with nuclear power? I am sure everyone
knows that materials are needed to produce energy by any method. I
am also sure everyone knows that energy is needed to produce an.Y .and
all of the materials we need. This is becoming a more and more VICIOUS
circle. As the materials become scarcer, we need more and more
energy to produce them. To produce more energy we need more
materials.
I am saying we should develop and use every energy source we can.
Otherwise, we are not only going to have to reduce the world's growth
rate to zero, we are going to have to find ways to grow smaller and
consume much less. Of course that's not such a bad idea ar.d we
should try to do it. But it is going to require some rather significant
changes in the attitude and lifestyle of the average person on earth. I
believe it is going to be a very long time before these changes will
occur. 1n the meantime we must do all we can to support our rapid rate
of growth. And this necessarily includes the use and development of
nuclear power.

David Epstein •
Editor:PIRG
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1 am going to present my opinion on nuclear power that is based
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No More Roulette
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about the Ra'mierez incident. We need weapons {carried for. protection in
Bablilh. i~h't racism. Based on facts: officers with' clear heads and good self-defense) in extensive force to
(H Wben:.B!jbich. and his partner judgment, We're paying for tbeir subdue in certain situations. We
have to also consider the officers
services anq prot!lction.
Vli~re · caHe(f to the Ramirez
that abide by the rules and control
..
.
Police
brutality
or·
<lnY
other
kind
·
residence it was for a disturbance.
their power and tempers.
of
violence
dbes
not
get
us
nearer
12i·. Arid.rescRamirez. w~:~s drunk and
We should work with the police
disorderly, Are those crimes·? He the answers, but makes us more
did o;>lily what any person in- defiant of the laws. The laws are officers by learning our law
toxicated under liquor does· -- there for everyone to follow. That is thoroughly, making a force of
becomes an annoyance; I don't why we have a democracy. We the. concerned citizens to work in their
understa.nd why Ramirez is con- people are the ones who set up neighborhoods and get more of our
sidered the one who was wrong these laws and we must abide by own citizens on the police force
them whether we enforce them or who comply with the qualifications
instead of Babich. ·
Now why did Babich have to use -not because we have .them for the necessary. All members on the
force sholilld be cleared because
his flashlight to arrest Andres well-being of others.
there
are strict rules and
There's no way we can bring
RaiTlirez knowing that he outregulations.
Another suggestion is
weighed him and there's usually· Andres Ramirez back and justice,
to
make
a
concerned
citizens board
more than one officer on the good or bad has been delivered in a
premises because never does one judicial court to decide if Babich's to reevaluate the police officers for
police officer do something with conscience is clear of the incident. their neighborhoods and sections
out backup. If he does he usually It's on his conscience now and of town without prejudice of
does it . with a real clear head hopefully he will learn to handle racism. There must be a way for the
because he is not goin.9 to take similar situations if he gets back on police officers and citizens to work
risks on his own. If we're short- the police force. Maybe not all together for the protection of all
manned on our police force then agreed with the verdict, but it's concerned.
definitely we should change that to now in the open that our law ofavoid reoccurrences exacely like ficers do use their badges and
How Would You Like
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Ttue C~medy of Etrots

~"'

In the old days, even the most neille. The title character, a law
"' ru;tful liar was bound to fumble the student, courts a belle dame with a
Z work and eventually be discovered. pack of lies. He makes her believe
..a"' Nowadays, to uncover a lie is itself · he's a warrior and gentleman. But
there are some twists to the
~ a crime against the public.
P..
That is how it looks from a seat courtship that the lair doesn't
in the Experimental Theater, where forsee, In the end he becomes a
UNM' s French Students will stage victim of his own skill.
-The Lie [Le Mensonge] is a oneThe Liar and The Lie Aprill4-16.
The Liar [Le Menteur]' is a act play by Nathalie Sarraute, one
comedy of errors by the 17th of France's most highly regarded
new playwrights. In a lie-infested
cent~_ry playwright Pierre Cor-

This Friday Night
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Boogie Down To The
Sounds Of

"Robert Greeley" quoth the raven.
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t•ublic $2.00 each

The Pa1trm fare
for youths.
One of the first things
yotmg Puffins learn to do
is fly Icelandic.
Beginning Aprill,
1978, Icelandic will

fly any youth (Puffin
or person) from 12
thru 23 years'old
roundtrip from New
York to Luxembourg
for just $400. $430
from Chicago. Re-

But there's more to
Icelandic than just
low fares.
. great dinner and

·

year. Fares are

excellent service
on your trip. And
Icelandic will

;

set you down

right in the middle of the European Continent,
where you11 be
,. just hours away by
,· · train from Europe's
.

most famous
landmarks.
So take a travel

tip from Iceland's
favorite bird
Learn to fly Icelandic.
See your travel
t. Or write

~t. #C352,

Icelandic Airlines,
P.O. Box 105,
West Hempstead,
N.Y. 11552. Call
800-555-1212for
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A~"d~~'~"~nd Revealed Tonight
Jimmie Rodgers
RCA CPLI-2504 [e]

By ROBERT SPIEGEL

By ROBERT SPIEGEL

Terrific; a new collection of
Jimmie Rodgers tunes.
A Legendary Performer is a
beautifully packaged collection
which includes 20 Rodger classics,
plus an informative booklet of
Rodgers' life. The only problem
with the collection is the narration
which precedes each song. These
pieces, spoken comments by
Rodgers' friends and family, are
illuminating and interesting, but
become annoying after the second
or third listen. They could easily
have written out on the jacket, thus
leaving the recorded material to the
master, Jimmie Rodgers.

Robert Creeley is back at
UNM for a semester, for the first
time in close to ten years, and he
will be giving a reading in the Kiva
(the one here at UNM) at 8 p.m.
tonight. The reading is being
presented by the ASUNM-GSA
Poetry Series and admission is free
to all.
Robert Creeley first arrived in
Albuquerque in the spring of 1956,
soon after he left his faculty
position at the decisive Black
Mountain College. At Black
Mountain,
Creeley
became
associated with poets Charles
Olsen, Ed Dorn and Robert
Duncan who are now considered
the Black Mountain Poets.
In the fall after his arrival in the
West, Creeley took a teaching job
at the Albuquerque Academy for
Boys, "teaching primarily first year
Latin, English and American
History." Strangely, while he was
actually teaching, he was listed on
the school's payroll as a janitor,
A few years later, Creeleji entered
UNM to work on his masters degree
in English. The manuscropt that
constituted his masters thesis was a
collection of poetry that was
roughly the same poems in the book

You11geta

turn tickets are
good for a full

subject to
change.
Book
anytime.
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Do You Need
Cash?
Earn $15.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center

toll-free number

in your area.

$275
$400
Icelandic to Europ~
Roundtrip 14-45 dayAI'EX fare from N.Y."

Roundtrip Youth Fare. Good thru age 23.

.. $2!)5 from Chicago. T~ekl'ts musi be ft'st'rved 45 days prior to dcp.ouitlrc arxl
j};Jid f<1r Wlthm Rdays t}f rt'St>IVahon. Add $15 t-M'h W<l}' for Udvcl t)C1 wcdwnds.

8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-6991

For Love.
"That had been my thesis, but
the book hadn't come out yet,"
said Creeley. "'The book came out
when I was teaching at the
University of British Columbia. I

was up there in 1962 through 1963,
then came back here in 1968 and
left again in 1969. With the ex·
ception of one year at San Fran·
cisco State, l stayed at Buffalo."
Creeley's most recent collection
of poetry, Hello, was published last
month by New Directions. Hello is
a chronicle of poems from his
recent lecture and reading tour of
New Zealand, Australia, Shanghai,
Philippine~. Malaysia, Hong Kong,
South Korea and Japan.
Later this year, Black Sparrow
Press will publish the first of five
volumes of the collected letters
bet ween Cree ley and Charles
Olson. The letters, which began in
the late 1940s deal with the poetic
theories which helped develop both
poet's work. "It's a sizable
collection of letter," said Creeley.
"I think the figure will be five
volumns of 250 pages each. The
whole sequence is around 1,000
pages."
For those who are not familar
with Robert Creeley's poetry, there
is a large selection of his work
available in Zimmerman Library.
This includes most of his poetry, his
novel, The Island, a book of short
stories, The Go/diggers, ( which was
responsible, in part, for Robert
Duncan's interest in Olson and
Creeley), a book of criticism, A
Quick Graph and a fascinating
collection of interviews, Contexts
of Poetry. Much of this material
plus the recent Hello is available at
the Living Batch Bookstore.

fl5~~t'

European Fashions
at
Discount Prices!
Fine quality spriug and
clothiug-sporty
pants suits, chit' drc.!..~l'S, ·
French jeans, scpcralcs ami
much more.
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By JANE QUESNEL

Next
to
its unconv1cmg who must be telepathically linked
An Unmarried Woman, directed by
so aware of each other's
Paul Mazursky, is showing at the characters, the main problem with An Unmarried Woman is the anti- problems.
M-Piaza.
I did not enjoy An Unmarried
male attitude of the script. It makes
By DAN HUMENICK
sense that Jill Clayburgh's Erica, Woman, but I know there are some
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Unmnrtied Woman Untrue
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who is recently divorced and is
attempting to live life alone, should
be distrustful of men. But it's a
totally evil manner of audience
manipulation to present every man
(except for Alan Bates' artist) as a
sex hungry creep ready to attack
Erica. Even her husband is treated
as a ridiulous shmuck, worthy of
pity but not respect.
Only female relationships are
shown to be healthy. Clayburgh
and Lisa Lucas are such a loving
and caring mother and daughter,
and their relationship is so understanding and adult that it makes
the viewer cringe in disbelief. And
Clayburgh has a group of friends
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Humphrey Bogo.rt o.nd
Fred fficffiurry In
The Co.lne ffiutlny

Jill Clayburgh and Michael Murphy in bedroom sequence.

The
characters
in
Paul
Mazursky's An Unmarried·Woman
, are intelligent, honest, perceptive-and fake.
Do people like those painted in
this film really exist? Even the
worst
of
them-a
creepy
"rapist" -has
such
highly
redeeming values he would would
make the best of us real people feel
sinfully guilty. I do not understand
why Mazursky has made everybody
so sickeningly unreal. I also do not
understand the acclaim this movie
has received. It is admittedly wellmade and watchable, but so what?
It's a fantasy that almost never
strikes a realistic tone.

z

~

On. thi~ second album of The Floaters, the seven cuts are a perfect
combinatiOn of pop and soul, with the rhythm of funk tossed in. All five
men sing _with precision, clarity and control, resulting in an album that is
both musically and technically fine.
·The title cut "Magic (We Thank You)," and the closing band "I Just
Want to Be_Wit~ You," are solid numbers, well-arranged and pe;formed.
If ?ne cut IS a httle weaker than the rest, it's "What Ever Your Sign,"
which opens the second side.
Si_demen Jack Brokinshaw on vibes and Brimstone Ingram on keyboards
are JUSt two of the excellent musicians who back The Floaters and help to
make this album a potential success.
Recommended cuts include "Magic/' " [ Dedicate My Love to You"
and "1 Just Want to Be ~ith You."

comrtmnity, one man makes the
blunder of exposing a truth. That
lapse in the social graces brings on a
thunder of argument from all sides.
People begin inventing histories for
themselves, confessing sins they
never committed, telling believable
stories until the man's exposee loses
its credibility. Stated a second time,
it just sounds like anohter lie.
Nathalie Sarraute, the play's
author, has come here from Paris
to direct UNM's French students in
this production of The' Lie. Claude
Fouillade of the University of
Oklahoma wil play suporting roles
in both plays.
The plays begin at 8 p.m. on
Friday, Saturday and Sunday,
April 14, 15 and 16 in the
Experimental Theater in the
basement of the Fine Arts Center.
There will be a Sunday matinee at
2:30 p.m. Tickets to all performances are $3, or half price for
students and faculty, available at
the door.
The plays are a production of the
department of modern and classical
languages,
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Magic
The Floaters
ABC
AA-1047

Magic says it all.

Jll...

Frl
7:00
QOd

9:15

critics who have called it the best
film of the year so far. I disagree.

mQgic ffio.te

. At the Union (sub) Theo.tre

The Performing Arts Collective
will give a free performance of its
bilingual children's production,

The Magic Mare [La Yegua
Encantada], Sunday April 9, at 2
p.m. at the Kiva Auditorium,
Albuquerque Convention Center.
This performance i> made
possible in part by grants fom the
New Mexico Arts Commission, The
National Endowment for the Arts
and the Office of Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act.
This story of the adventures of a
young man and a magic mare is told
with music, mime and puppetry,
with narration, English and
Spanish.

CLOSE
ENCOUNTERS
OF THE THIRD KIND
St~rring

EMil' S!Hm

&1t. &suu.
:J:.lb30 J.\1
I>all~ lit!

2,1)0-4,30
~7:00-!J:!lO

RICHARD DREYFUSS

/PGI

ffiENRUL

•
Jill Claybu rgh With one leg to stand on.

Well dtlnks

SUNDAY

25c

7-9:00

Open Sun~ 6:00

**********************************

mon. night

Wet T-Shirt Contest
grand prize winner trip to Hawaii

girls get J20 to enter
296-9626
**********************************
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··N~w ·•·,1\.i~xjco )~i>notiy;> . Written 'hi.' ~emory. o(his ·dear." · '. :st»~;~~o:J· ·!lpnn:t. M~R.:~ .. ~~ :(fe ¢la,;e:to·P.layr<··.·::··a· ·ofiihes.tra .wiW.'•pr~sent.; .!('.fun.. · fr·iend, novelisr . •Ales'sandro . contr..,.w · ~~fill· 0. rea. .~~·r 0 . · ".X~wer of Power. . .. ·
·. A ; . production of.,V~tdi 's 'ReqUiem. as . Manzoni1 the •J?equfem< 1s •the· .only .local. c~Iebnhes, :.Wlll J?ID' ·t~)lor ·Col.' JC34906 · ·
·· ·

'non-operati,nvorl<:of.Verdi:~.thatis
still being petforme<h· Jt was' sci

... 8 tll.e, grand finale to theil'\1977-18·
· i1. seas6n. TheP<~rfdripance \}'il~tesUit
~· i,i). a.. combin~Ht>n' of tlie' NMSO·
~· ollorus and solbists and·· the or~

Ri¢ha'rd·.Vecsalle cif Ch1cagg and
bass.-batitoiie . Michael :Stirt of.
·Engiandis.,soloi~ts .. ·

highly acclaimed,upon;its p~emier
in 1874, that many ·unauthorized
Z chestra, under the baton of Maestro performances were ·given by
Tickets for the Requiem are now
oiJ Yoshimi Takeda; on April l4·and' · everything from four pianos to available at the Symphony office
~ 15 at 8:15p.m. in, P<>pejoy Hall.,
bands.
and all TicketMaster outlets.
ll.

Shuttets Shut
The premiere of Shutters Shut
and Shutters Open and Shutters
Shut, an anthology of Gertrude

l

Stein, imaginatively adapted for the
stage by the Performing Arts
professional
Collective (PAC)
acting company, will be presented
at Santa Fe's Armory for the Arts,
Friday and Saturday, April 14 and
15.
The work, which represents a
collaborative effort by PAC
members, is coordinated by Ron
Guillemette who has fused their
varied ideas into a representative
statement of Stein's works.
Curtain is at 8 p.m.

New Mexico $ymphony hits season finale.

A Death In The Fo.mily
For 31 ,years this university has been endowed with
~ cultural program better than that found on most
campuses.
And for 31 _years elected officials of RSUNm have
encouraged students to attend these events b_y
seeing to it that ticket prices were kept at a level
students could well afford.
, Ex. This year a student' could have seen The
· Soviet Georgian Dancers, Julian Bream, The
Royal Tattoo, The Robber Bridegroom, Les
Ballets Trockadero, The Jaffrey II Ballet,
Bubbling Brown Sugar, Vincent Price, Same
Time Next Year, The minnesota Symphony,
Out Of Step, Sir michael Redgrave, Jur!:J's
Cabaret, The Ballet Of Flanders, and my
Fair ladyAll the above shows for as little as $1.00
each or the best seat in the house for
$1.60 per show.

ffio.n_y of _you thought this was a good deal. We
issued almost 15,000 discounted tickets to students
this seo.son- at a savings to _you of ovef'
$45.000.00.
.

.

Your current Senate, however, intends to put an end
to this nonsense. By reducing its allocation of RSUNm
funds (,your mone_y) for Cultural Programs from
~20,000 to $4000 the death of discounts"· is

o.ssvred.
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Baseballers Open WAC Play

.·

of

Who else but the Oaklanq Raiders fbotball team canexcite.the people
the Bay area? Tower of Power, that's who else.
Not since the days of Lenny Williams has TOP cut an album 'with the
mellowness displayed in their latest effort We came To Play!
Williams' last album as lead singer with TOP was Urban Renewal. Since
then, the band has had three different lead singers including its latest,
Michael Jeffries, wlio brings back the. Lenny Williams' style of TOP music
in We Came To Play.
The album begins with the title cut which brings oui the best in the TOP
horn section headed by horn arranger Greg Adams. Tower of Power's own
style of funk again comes through in "Lovin' You Is Gonna See Me
Thru," followed bY a mellow cut and then picks up the funk again with
"Yin-Yan Thang."
The second half (side two) begins with three conse~utive mellow tunes;
"Share My Life," "Bittersweet Soul Music," and "Am I A Fool." "Love
Bug" then picks up the tempo again and the ninth album for the band
from Oakland ends on another light tune.
The album is put together well and the famous TOP horn section, which
has done session work with the likes of Santana nd Elton John, excels
throughout the album.
Recommended cuts include "We came to Play,'' "Lovin' You is Gonna
See Me Thru," "Bittersweet Soul Music", "Share My Life," and "Love
Bug." B plus.
·

By MARK SMITH
LOBO Sports Writer

Lobo coach Vince Cappelli is
pleased with the performance so
With a solid 23-1 I record so far far.
this season, the New Mexico Lobos
"The team is playing very well
have to put it all behind them, and· together, and coming along real
get ready for the I 9 7 8 Western strong," he said.
Athletic-Conference baseball race.
,Cappelli also said the teams
The J,obos face the unenviable
task of opening against the number
four team in the nation--the
Arizona Wildcats. The two teams
play tonight at.. 7 p.m., and again
tomorrow in a double header
starting at 5p.m. All three games ·
will be played at the Sports
Stadium.
The powerful Wildcats, always
a WAC crown threat, sport a
record of 26-7 this year. They are
paced by the twosome of Brad Mills
and Les Pearsey hitting at .428
and .3xlips respectively.
Their leading pitchers are
Craig Chamberlain (7-I, 2. I7 ERA)
and David Crutcher (7 -3, 2.67
ERA).
The Lobos will hope to stop
the Arizona bats tonight with the
arm of Matt Mahaffey (3-1).
Saturday UNM will have Rob
Hoover (3-2) and John Cherney (71) on the mound.

Film/Video Fellowship.
The Western States Arts Foundation is now accepting applications for
its 1978 Visual Arts Fellowship Program, acording to visual arts program.
director Janice Steinhauser.
Film/Video has been chosen as the category for the I918 fellowships in
an effort to support artists in this expanding but often neglected medium ..
Nine grants of $5,000 each will be awarded by a jury on the basis of artists'
past work and not on the merit of a particular project or proposal. Artists
may use the grants at their discretion to begin a new project or complete a
film-in-process, to purchase new equipment, to set up distribution of a
finished film or to pay travel and other promotional expenses. •
The Visual Arts Program awards fellowships to artists residing in the
Foundation's ten-state region: Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana,
Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, Utah, Washington and Wyoming.
Independent filmmakers and video artists who can submit work in I6mm,
Super 8 or videotape are invited to apply. Applicants must hold U.S.
citizenship. Undergraduate students and individuals who have previously
received a Western States Arts Foundation fellowship are not eligible. All
applications must be postmarked no later than July 31, 1978.
The Visual Arts Fellowship Program was designed to assist individual
artists within the ten-state region through direct awards made on the basis
of artistic excellence. From 1974 to 1976, the program focused on open
media. In 1977 the program was limited to artists working in crafts.
Guidelines and application forms for the 1978 Visual Arts Fellowship
will be available in mid-April. Interested artists can obtain further information and application forms by contacting the Visual Arts Fellowship
Program, Western States Arts Foundation, 428 East 1 Ith Avenue, Denver,
Colorado 80203.

Cappelli said.
Cappelli said the teams health
is good except for two of his stars
who were injured in Tuesday's
double header with New Mexico
Highlands. Kyle Rutledge and Steve
Muccio, both .JJO hiters, each
pulled hamstrings in the games.

Drink Specials
8-9 M-F 25'

The UNM rugby club begins their
second. road trip of the season
Saturday after losing another battle
to injuries, their most powerful
opponent this season.
Coach Harvey Alexander must
prepare for this weekend's game
against Las Cruces with four
players out for the season an? t~o
others trying to return after m1ssmg
games because of injuries.

~

jl

f

"We lost our two best players,"
Alexander said, referring to
fullback Dave Woodley and
scrumhalf Hank Crumpton. "That
really hurt because those are very
specialized positions," he said. .
Woodley, the only player .with
more than four years of expenence
besides Alexander, pulled a leg
~uscle in the third game against
Santa Fe. He may be sidelined for
the rest of the year, including next
fall's season.
Crumpton suffered two broken
ribs and a partially colapsed lung
The UNM rugby club treks to
last weekend against El Paso. He'll
Las Cruces sporting an injurybe a spectator for eight weeks.
riddled team.
Mike Nichols and Tom Quinn are

Women

'·

Happy Hour
2 for 1
4 :30·7 :00

6ft.
T.V. screen

Dave Heinze Revue
until Aprill5

newly remodeled

Uncle Bert
Kiwi.appearing AprillO thru 15
4800 San Mateo

Phone 881-8233

Sponsored By
NM Ballroom Dance Club

APRIL 14, 1978
8-11 P!vl
SUB BALLROOM

also through for the season,
Nichols with a broken hand and
Quinn with a separated shoulder
that will required surgery after the
season ends.
Tim Townsend and Glenn Easley
are recovering from injuries,
Townsend from a cracked rib and
Easley from a cracked tailbone.
"It's only a matter of time but
they don't know if they can play
yet," Alexander said.
In preparation for playing an
improved Las Cruces squad,
Alexander will use B-side players to
plug holes in his A-side.
"Las Cruces was very small but
very quick last year," he said. "But
they must have a lot mo,re muscle
'because they beat El Paso." El
Paso beat UNM 11-0 and are the
defending Rio Gande Rugby
League champions.
"I'm still experimenting at
fullback and will decide who to play
there during practice. I'll put Tom
Cordova into scrumhalf. He's been
playing B-side scrumhalf ~ince ~he
start of the year but he Js A-side
quality," he said .. , _ _ _ _ __

$1.50 Members
$3.00 Non-Members
Featuring the music of the
FOUR KEYS & exhibitions by
the members of Ballroom
Dance Club
Door Prizes & Refreshments Served

ENGINEERS
Federal Government agencies are lnyolved in
some of the most important tec.hnologlcal wor.k
being done today .... In energy fields, co~mum
cation transportation, consumer protection, defense,, exploring inner and outer space and the
environment.
·h
· t
some of our jobs are unique, wtt pro1ec s
and facilities found nowhere else. Salanes are
good the work is interesting and there are excelle~t opportunities for advancement.
Our nationwide network can get your name
referred to agencies in every part of the .c~untry.
For information about best opportumtles by
specialty and location, send a c?upon or your
resume to : Engineering RecrUitment, Room

To

Invite

RHSR-ASUNm

..

DISCO DANCE
Saturdo._y, April 8th
Fro(n9:0.0p.m.-.l:OQ<l.t:p.
~ ~

Leading UNM's batting ~
assault will be Duffy Ryan (.371) oo
and John Konitzer (.344).
Last year UNM proved they
could play with the Arizona ball
clubs, and a series victory could put
the young Lobos in a title contender
position.

MondayMichelob Night
door prizes
and dart
tournament

Injured Ruggers to 'Cruces

The Creative Music Studio in Woodstock, New York has announced two
summer sessions of workshops and concerts, June 19 to July 23 and July
· 31 to September 31. Student musicians of all instruments are invited to
apply for participation.
Guiding artists for the first session include Jack DeJohnette, Leroy
Jenkins, Roscoe Mitchell, Garrett List, Anthony Braxton, Frederic
Rzewski, Richard Teitelbaum, Rolf Schulte, Ursula Oppens, Carla Bley,
Michael Man tier and Jimmy Giuffre.
The second session features Grachan Moncur, Joseph Jarman, Don
Moye, Oliver Lake, Leo Smith, Ingrid and Karl Berger, Ed Blackwell,
Michael Jackson, Jeanne Lee, Nana Vasconcelos, ·Carla Bley and Jimmy
Giuffre.
Student musicians rehearse and perform with the guiding artists in indoor and outdoor workshops, rehearsals an'd concerts, and produce their
won works, live and on recordings.
The Creative Music Studio is located in the Catskill Mountains.

·

attitude is very good, but there is no
special incentive for this series over
any other.
"We're just taking. the game
like any other ball game. We don't
look at it filS more or less important
than any other game we've had,"

SPRING FORMAL

Woodstock Workshop

.· ,;~ Hqkono. Cftt~i;~~~

Against Powerful Arizona Tonight

•..
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.. ·~ ... "...
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The UNM women's softball team
departed Thursday for the Wildcat
Invitational in Tucson beginning
today.
Top-ranked teams such as
Arizona, Arizona State and New
Mexico State will participate in the
non-conference weekend games·.
"Arizona and Arizona State are
two of the strongest teams we'll be
up against. We'll have to wait and
see how we match up," UNM
coach Susan Craig said.
The team has been concentrating
on defense and hitting throughout
the week, she said.
"We're starting to play better
defense every game,'' Craig said.
The Lobos 8-10 for the season
are 2-1 in the Intermountain
Conference.

6A1L

Student Activities A
ftQ..~~
Presents
~~t
VIDEO TAPES

~u.s. Civil service Commission

lmJ Washington, D.C. 20415

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Twyla Tharp Dance

I
I

Aprill0-16
10-3 pm Do.Jiy
In ffi••.o. Lounge In The tU. Comeof OfTh~ Sub
Acrou From Ptonto•
· ASUNm/Student Adlvltl•• Production
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The relay is composed of single
legs of 400, 800, 1200 and 1600
meters. Charles·Dramiga, Jeremiah
Lobo runners travel today to · Ongwae, Jay Quade and Sammy
Texas to assault the World record Kipkurgat, respectively, will run
in the distance medley relay and to those distances.
· ·
defend their two-mile relay title at
"We have a really good shot at
the Texas Relays in Austin.
breaking the distance medley relay
In trying to break the record of world record," said track coach Bill
9:31:8, the Wolfpack will be using Silverberg. "With a lot of really
the strongest element of their team, good kids and our depth in tl)e
the middle distance runners.
middle distallces we're ·aiming at

'·

. presents
The Black Mountain Poet

Robert
Creeley
reading in the Kiva

Friday, April 7
at 8:00p.m.

introducing
The Boom Box
fromDBX

Hear The 'Solidness' and
three ditnensionality of a
live perforJUanee.

in the high., jump and Peter Butler in
the 10,000-meter run.
The Texas Relays, combined with
the Kansas and Drake Relays, make
up the three big relay meets in the
Midwest. Competition in these
three meets leads to the crowning of
a National Relays champion team.

Men to Golf Classic,
Women Lead Invite
By DOROTHY FEINBERG
LOBO Sports Editor

On the UNM South Golf Course there's a real war of golf going on this
week. The Lobo men golfers are to participate in the All-American Golf
Classic at the University of Houston this coming week Apri!I0-12.
Three of the Lobo golfers on the thirteen member team were exempted
form having to qualify for the trip to Texas this week. They are AllAmerican and Lobo captain Mitch Mooney, Washington stand-out Jeff
McMillen and Las Cruces freshman John Fields. At the present time only
two positions are open for the trip and nine golfers are battling it out for a
spots.
Number one ranked Oklahoma State and host Houston are two of the
outstanding national golf teams to be represented at the tournament. UNM
is ranked No.7 at the present time nationally.
"I think that we're having the most trouble with our fourth and fifth
positions on the team, but after this tournament I really feel that we can
walk away with the title and the national championship," Lobo golf coach
Dwaine Knight said.
"With the PGA tour school and the Western Junior Amateur championships all coming to Albuquerque this summer, I feel that it will help
our golf program and the UNM South golf course as a whole," Knight
concluded.
· It's a 36-hole tournament and' at the present, UNM is leading with team
total of 31 I. UNM,is followed by TCU at 329 an Texas Tech at 351. The
lowest round of the tournament individually was shot by TCU golfer Jan
Grove at 75.
Lobo linker Nancy Romero shot the lowest round for the UNM team
with a 76, freshmen Patti Curtiss and Cindy Kelliher were next with rounds
of 77, Barbara Berry shot 81 and Sherri Chandler shot 82 to round out the
UNM women team scores.

RACING SUITS

3011 Monte Vista NE
Just east of Central & Girard, near UNM
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AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW
MEXICO, IN THE STUDENT
UNION BUILDING.

255-1694
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SUNG LASS HD'OTS

Ray-Bans; Phpto-Chrome,
·Gradients, Mirrors; or Polorized.

Casey. Optical Co.. . ·
(rwxt dour ICJ casey H.cr.ull [)ru}!.

Lomas at Washington
255-6329

The most
effective
tampon
is the most
economical,
too
Tampax tampons are
made with a special,
highly compressed
material to give you
maximum absorbency.
What's more, unlike
most other brands,
they expand in all three
directions -length,
breadth and width-to
conform to individual
body contours. Which
means there's far less
chance of leakage or
bypass.
And here's something else you'll like
about Tampax
tampons: the price.
,The economy-size
package of 40 costs
less- tampon for
tampon-than any
other brand.
So if you want a lot
of protection at very
little cost, open a
package of Tampax
tampons. We promise
you, it's there.

Racquetball
ACCESSORIES
New Balance
shoes ·
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RACKETS- BALLS.,
STRINGING

The internal protection more women trust

TAMPAX>.
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Heinsohn
Famous Basketball Coach
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ning two relay races and possibly
I!!~V;&i~V;&i?iimi~mi~mifi~mim~m?iifi~miZiimii~~ij · the
sprint medley. Almond Brewer

The ASUNM-GSA
Poetry Series

;·-

9:28:0."
The UNM two-mile relay team,
facing stiff competition from
Southwest and Big-Eight conference teams, returns three of the
four runners who won the title in
7:22:04. Ongwae will replace
Michael Soloman and will team
with returnees Mark Romero,
Kipkurgat and Dramiga to
represent UNM.
Silverberg is confident of winand Kevin Evans will each run a
200-meter leg, Dramiga will run 400
and Ongwae will run 800 meters in
the race.
I' .
.
All the Southwest Conference
teams, Kansas, Nebraska, Kansas
State and C,9lorado from the BigEight and DTEP will compete with
the Lobos in the three-day meet.
"Arkansas and UTEP wlll give
us the toughest competition," said
Silverberg. "We're just trying to
match up individual runners with
them."
Other Lobo athletes entered in
the meet include Brewer in the long
jump, Fatwell Kimayo in the 110meter· high and 400-meter intermediate hurdles, Hector Giron in
the intermediate hurdles, Bil Magel

'
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Lobo Harriers Going For Record
By RAY GLASS
LOQO Sports Writer
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HOW WOULD YOU like to make $3000 this
summer? I,) Must be willing to relocate. Z.) Must be

Independent. 3.) Must be a hard worker. 4,) Must

have entire summer

fr~e.

For an interview stop by

SUB 231-D, April 6 or 'l, 12:00, 3:00, 6:00 or 9:00
pm.
04/07
FREE BOULDER WEEKEND: Tow my VW Van
from Truth or Consequences to Boulder and J will

pay your round-trip expenses and provide you with
housing, meals, and hospitality, Call (303) 494-5360
collect.
04113
CONTACTS??? POLISHING & SOLUTIONS,
Casey Optical Company, 255-8736
tfn

ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con~
traception, sterilization, abortion. Right to ChoOse,
~ 294-0171.
. 04/28
HOW LONG CAN IT GO ON???? Natural Sound
Records ~nd Tapes storewide sale is now in hs third
~f mont h··the longest sale in the history of New Mexico,
Q.)
All 6.98list LP's are 3.99, all7.98 list LP's are 4.89.
~ ,Higher list LP's and all tapes, 1.00 orr t~gular price,
~
Natural Sound has a large stock of used records a11d
tapes which are guaranteed against defects, priced at
J. 99 up. Bring dOwn your unwanted J;ecOrds and
tapes and trade for cash or new music. Natural Sound
Records & Tapes, 119 Harvard S~, (across from
Hippo lee Cream), and SOI~A Menaul NE.
04/14

z

GENERAL CINEMA CORP. discount movie tickets
now aVai!able, SUB 1)_9x Office. $2.50. ·
tfn

...

1ST ANNUAL EVERY,THING must go spring sale-all pipes, tobacco's, paraphernalia, imported
cigarettes, celestial teas, rainbows, incense,
everything up to 40 per cent off a1 Pipe & Tcbao:o:o
Road, 107B Cornell SE, across from UNM. M-F
8:30-6:00, Sat. 10-S. (Expecting a tax refund? One
dollar puis any pipe on layaway!) .. ·
04/10
HAIR-AUDITIQN8-SUNDAY 419 12:00-7:00 pm
and Monday 4/10 6:30-10:00 pm, 142 E. DeVargas,
Santa Fe. Come and/or call 983-6644 HAIR. 04/10
GAYS/LESBIANS: WEAR blue-jeans on April 14
and demonstrate cay pride. Call 268-9240 for information.
04/14
CHAPARRAL TRY-OUTS BEGIN Monday, Apl'il
lOth thru April 15th. Meet in Johnson Gym at 4:30 by.
trophy case.
04/l I
STEVE MYER, MARIO ORTIZ--Vote the veterans
for ASUNM senate.
04/12
ROIBAL, IT LOOKS like we've got it together.
04/07
We're number one. Deceased Editors.
·PIANO AND RECORDER lessons by experienced
04/07
teacher. Call Linda, 247-8158.
START A PRESIDENT. Vote for Swanson. p/b reg.
04/07
UNM BOOKSTORE SALE starts Monday, ApriiiO- Watch LOBO for valuable coupon!
04/07
HYPERBARIC CHAMBER TOUR!! Scuba Club
members if you plan on going, place name in message
envelope, Scuba Office before4/14/78.
04/12
TCH IS COMING. Pd ror by EO.
04/07
HATS! HATS! HATS! Make your own and get a
prize at La Posada's Mad Hauer's Contest, Aprill2,
at 6 pm in dining hall. For information,. call Mrs.
04/11
Compton at 277-5415.
NINE PEOPLE WHO CARE about what's going on
at UNM-- Vote COALITION.
04/07
GUITAR LESSONS: FOLK, classical, rock and jazz.
Experienced teacher. Call Marc, 247-8158.
04/07
LIVE JAZZ AT NED'S through the Happy
Hour ... evcry Friday from S;30 to 7:30.
04/07

2.

LOST & FOUND

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233.
277-5907.
"
LOST: BLACK LEATHER wallet. Please return to
mailing address on driver's license. No questions
asked.
04/07
FOUND: POCKET CALCULATOR. Identiry. Kim,
881·1258.
04/lO
FOUND: GREGORY CHARLES JOHNSTON'S ID
in Sara Reynolds Hall. Claim Art Office, Room 204.
04107
FOUND: OVERGROWN PUPPY--some labrador
blood. Has white on chest, orange ribbon around
ncek. Found near Purdue Pl. and Amherst. 277-5240
or 255·8404.
04/07

t

!

<1 ('"'

GSA PARTY
ftldc:\y, Aptll 7
8:30Pm
Golden Inn
Ple~se Bring ID C~rds
m~y

Bring One Guest
With One c~rd

, FOUND: LEVI JACKET, near Art Dept, Office.
identify und chtim in Art Dept, Rm. 204-,
04/12
FOUND; POCKET CALCULATOR in UNM Kiva
classroom, two weeks ggo,ldentify. 277-4034. 04/12
FOUND: WALLET BELONGING to Vincent
Marlon Brewer. Claim Rm. 105, Marron Hall, 04112
REWARD! I SMALL! BLACK, pre8n&nt (?)Terrier,
lost from Zirnmerman during Spring break, 281-5817.
04112

·3.

SERVICES

LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES, Prepare Now.
Call PENM 842-5200,
trn
QA TYPING SERVICE~ A complete typing and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
:lcholastic. Charts&. tables. 345-2125,
04/29
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
now 3-minute Passport Photos. No appointment.
268-8515.
tfn
TYPING 1ST QUALITY. 883-7787,
trn
ROTOTILLING BY APPOINTMENT. Group rates
available. Call Tim, 268-6510.
04/28
ACCURATE TYPING BY PROFESSIONAL. 24204/07
2266.
EDITORIAL SERVICE AND writing assistance.
04/10
265-!164.
TYPING-- CALL 266-0142.
04/14
NEED HELP WITH Papers? Typing, editing,
04/10
revision, research. 281-3001.

4.

HOUSING

SINGE!\ SEWING MACHINE, Equipped to but·
tonhole, monogram, d:arn, fancy palterns. Pay
$19.00 and take machine, 268-4393,
·
C4/10
NEW SANSUI RECEIVER system, Will sacrifice
equity, Turntable, 2 King Kong speakers, cassette,
only I system, Assume small monthly payments. 266- ..
mi.
WIO
SONY TRINITRON COLOR. Big screen, tint
controls, new factory watranty, take over small
monthly payments till balance is naid off, 266-5872.
04110
.
UNBELIEVABLE 10 YEAR GUARANTEE, Color
tel!:~jsion, unclaimed lay-a.way, automatic, fine
tun mg. No down payment, small monthly payments.
04/10
266-4393.
OLD PIANO--HAMILTON, $200, 268-8303, 2680754.
·
04/t I
ANTIQUE 'CLOTHING, NEW group--Large
collection, 1900-1919 whites, gowns, velvets, new
1.9JO's-1940's never~worn dresses. Friday only, 12 pm
1115 pm.419DallasNE. Cash only,
04/07
'72 VEGA SEDAN. E"'cellent condition. Economical
4-speed. $800. Must sell. Cal)SBI-2670 after 5 pm.
04/II
'12 DATSUN FASTBACK. Top condition. New
tires, battery, clutch. $1250 or best offer. Must sell.
Call881-6852arter5pm.
04/Ii
'72 PLYMOUTH $750. 266·9882.
04/11
RED KIRBY--ONLY $59 with commercial )1eavy
duty motor. $5 per month, no interest, new warranty.
268-4394.
04110
1968 CAMARO RALLYSPORT,. Great coridition,
883-4430.
r'
04110
HANG GLIDER, CIRRUS 3, 140 bag, applied
leading edges, Inverted struts, excellent coridition.
836-0134 after 5:30 or Y.t:etkends.
~/12
72 TOYOTA 4-DOOR WAGON, 4-cyl, 4 speed,
overhauled, economical, dependable, nice car, $1775,
345-Sil8.
041!0
PIONEER CS 99A SPEAKERS, like new. S220/pr.
255-2274,294-3416.
04/13

6. ·EMPLOYMENT
~JVE~IN

5.

FORSALE

PEUGEOT BICYCLES SALES, service, t\ccessories,
JJ Moped, 3222 Central SE, 268-3949.
04/14
OUTSTANDING PRICES ON Maxe!l C-90 blank
cassettes! UD: $3.25. UDXL: $4. Minimum 6.
Firefly, 256-1495.
04/17
YAMAHA CR-1000, Bose 90J series III speakers plus
equalizer, and AKAl 6300 10 inch reello reel tape
deck for just $1000, Contact Brian at 265.-8418 and
leave message.
tfn
BICYCLES: BEST BUYS on French Bertin's and
other fine makes. From New Mexico's only direct
04/07
importer. R.C. Hallet's, 843-9378,
'71 PINTO AIC, DEPENDABLE, reasonable, 2684~74 after 6 pm.
04/07
MOVING SALE: 71 Maverick, TV, furniture. 2175237,266-9945.
04/07
EXCELLENT TUNE-UPS SIO. Bob, 265-4054,2653225,
04/07
10 SPEED ••ASTRA" Bicycle 1V1: years oldexcellent condition-plus extras, S6S. Call Earl 26804/10
9949.
1967 PLYMOUTH. GOOD WORKING condition,
4-doot, very reasonable. 6614 Cenlral SE.
04/JO
UNCLAIMED LAY-A-WAY. Tappan microwave
oven, brand new browning element, adjustable
shelves. Very smaU monthly payments. 266-5872.
04110
SPECIAL 3 DAYS ONLY. Sewing machine and
vacuum cleartcr, clean oil and adjust, $3.9S. 2665871.
04/10

HOUSEKEEPER, MATURE, responsible,
pleasant personality, to do house·sitting, be mindful
of 9-year.old girl, iron, shop, and occasionally travel
with family, in exchange for room with bath, board,
and excellent salary. Please reply to: Nanny, Box
04/07
9335, Albuquerque, NM 87119.
GOT THOSE SUMMER work blues? Smile-~students
working 11ationally known program made approximately $250.00 per week in 1977, For more
information, call883-8181.
04/07
GRADUATE STUDENTS WITH technical
background to do bibliographic/literature searching
part-time. Technology Application Center, 2500
Central SE. 277-3622. Ask for Margie Hlava. 04/07
LIVE·IN AIDE for young handicap women. Female
preferred. Call af1er 5:30 pm. Basically evening and
weekend work. Must drive. Call821~ 7735.
04/l.J
OVERSEAS J08S--SUMMER/Year.round. Europe,
S. America, Australia, Asia, etc. All fields, SS00$1200 monthly, expenses paid, sightseeing. Free
information--Write: BHP Co., Box 4490, Dept. NB,
04128
Berkely, Ca. 94704.
TELEPHONE INTERVIEWER, OPINION surveys,
part time; no experience necessary. Will trainj
students/non-students; interviews to be held April
13,14; Call Urban Observatory 277-5638 for ap.
pointment.
04/ll
ALL INDIAN PUEBLO Council inc.: DIRECTOR-group home. MA Guidance & Counseling, experience
in programmatic planning, supervision, implementation, leadership and coordination.
STUDENT ADVISOR.. two positions. One full-time,
one part-time. Third year college stud~nts or comparable experience. HOUSEPARENTS--One married
couple and relief houseparcnt part· time. BA in Social
Science: or comparable experience. FOR ALL THESE
POSITIONS, experience in effective interpersonal
relationships preferably with Natvie American Youth
is desirable. Send resume to Personnel Dept., All
Indian Pueblo Councillnc., lOIS Indian School Rd.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87197. Deadline.
04/1
t4.

.

EARN $50 A DAY m~king deliveries. Must have car,
musl be ,putgoing. Call Mlc~h at 883-8182,
04/10
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT. CIMARRONCITA
Boys Camp int~rv_iewing for counselors. Postions
available to men with experience in Arts & Crafts, or
N.R.A, Riflery. For further information, call Bill
3:30to5;30,266-4137,
04110

7.

TRAVEL

DRIVING OUT OF STATE? Our riders will share
gas and driving·.l.T.C. 265-9860.
04/07
INTERNATIONAL CHARTER FLIGHTS, Eurailpasses, travel information available at Intercontinental Travel Centre. Our services arc free\ 2659860.
.
.
04/07

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

DOWNTOWN STUDIOS AND OFFICES: Walkup; unique; safe; $30-$200 a month, Rosenwald
B).lilding, J1ourth and Central. 242-6166 1 298·6046.
04/07
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY: START your retail
business at the Downtown Bazaar, Stails: $7 ,00/day,
$100.00/month. Open Monday-Saturday. Rosenwald
Building. Fourth and Central. 242-6166,298-6046,
04/07
CUSTOM DESIGNED ENGAGEMENT and
Wedding rings, jewelry for all occasions. 344-6470
after 6 pm. Gary Abeyta.
04124
SOLAR POWER PRODUCTS for home or business.
Call Mark al ALPHA Systems, 255-3367, TODAY.
.
04120

!t-?23't;JW
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52 China: .
Comb. form
1 Circus
53 Curler's cap
employee
54 Elementary
initials
6 Caress with
the lips
57 Mine prod1 0 Meola
uct
59 Go--·---:
14 Fred
Astaire's
Fight
sister
61 Large
15Wateranimal
bound land 64 Short busi16 Arm bone
ness trip
17 Georgian's 67 Flair
neighbor
68 Of any kind
19 Cut lengthat all
wise
70 Descended
20 Cows'
71 French
stomach lincomposer
lngs
72 Anoint:
21 Big Calgary
Archaic
73 Scout units
event
23 Taut
74 TV dlstor25 Filthy place
lion
26 As you say 75 Act playfully
27 Remainder:
Abbr.
DOWN
29 Chinese
tree
1 Perception
31 Finale
2 City in
33 Oil: Prefix
Judah
34 Of bristles 3 Of no value
36 Airplane
4 Marry on
area
theQT
40 Far---5 Eases up
42 Curio
6 Relatives
44 Extinct
7 Fertility
45 Vertical
goddess
stair part
a wooden
47 Of a nerve
strips
branch
9 D.C. or Ot49 Church
tawa body
vessel
1o Tooth edge
50 Irish setter 11 Tin Pan-----

SINGER FUTURA TOP of the Line. Slightly used
but s!lll.under warrar,ty. Push button bobbin-winder,
blind hems, has hundre~s of fancy Mitches, Regularly
$800, now $150 cash, 296-5115.
0'1/10
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Friday is the final day to drop
.a class. There is no charge.
'

.

UNITED Feature Syndicate

12 Mean
13 Dislikes
1 8 Publisher
22 Asiatic starling
24 Penetrate
27 Dutch settler
28 Russian
range
30 Festive dos
32 Performed
35 Extent
37 Cruising: 2
words
38 Prayer
wheel user
39 Netherlands
export
41 Man's
nickname

Robert Roibal

Ann·ounphy

Thursday's Puzzle Solved:

Presidential Candidate Ann
Dunphy said she thinks her political
experience will enable her to do an
effective job as ASUNM president.
Dunphy, an ASUNM senator
for two years and president protempore of the senate, is vice
chairman of her wqrd and was a
delegate to the state Democratic
convention.
"In lobby efforts that involve
city and state I'll be able to work
well with the legislators because I
know them," she said.
The
21-year-old
junior
majoring in geology said she would
research the possibility of having a
cooperative bookstore with lower
prices, using the facility at Portland
State University as a model.
Dunphy said she would also
like to expand day-time activities
and move some of them, such as
rock bands, onto the mall during
the warmer months.
ASUNM should intervene with
the administration on the part of
"neglected groups" such as dance,
drama and music students with the
administration, she said.
The Highland High School
. graduate said she would improve
relations between the senate and the
president "as soon as I'm elected
president by having rap sessions to
, iron out problems. 1 know most of
.these people. If the senate would
just realize it was a tool of student
government it could be effectiv~.
In the recent senate heanngs,
Dunphy said she voted "for a
figure the ·groups said they could
live with." She said she placed her
voting priorities on groupos that
"needed memey to survive. The
clubs came second."
To get more money for
ASUNM, Dunphy said she would
work for an activities fee for parttime students.

43 Light boats
46 Sala
48 " ... I'll take

the--...... -.. -.."

51 Snarls
54 Draw----on
55 "-----of the
Yukon"
56 Fetter
58 Frome or
Allen
60 Sports site
62 Noun endings
63 Luminous
ring
65 Feminine
nickname
66 Squirrel's
nest
69 Drag

COPIES
.Overnight
· 3¥2cea
·. 4<sameday

Robert Roibal said that as
president of ASUNM he would
open his office to all students to
make the presidency more accessible to the student body.
Roibal, a 26-year-old senior,
said he would hold open forums so
that UNM officials could defend or
debate current issues. "l would like
to get an ASUNM forum se1ies that
would be Albuquerque and
community oriented," he said.
An anthropology major who
has served as an ASUNM Senator,
Roibal also said, he would like to
see the New Mexico Public Inter~st
Group (NMPIRG) independent of
ASUNM. "I'd like to see PIRG
hav~ independent status as long as
the students vote on it," he said.
Roibal, who has also served on
Ann Dunphy
Robert Roibal
the PIRG Board of Directors, said
''They should pay a percentage students need to be more educated
based on the number of hours on labor issues. "There are outside
f
they're taking. It's only fair to the issues related to work that the 0
our party (Students for
full-time students."
Progressive Action) is to acri vate
D
h
'd h .
students need to be educated on. the students. It's not II'ke the 60s
unp Y sai s e IS a strong Students and workers can't do
supporter of the New Mexico
when it :was necessary then. It is
things all by themselves," he said.
Public Interest Research Group.
more political now," he said.
" The Regents raised the$2 fee
Turning to campus issues,
for PIRG, not for ASUNM." She Roibal said he wants to see more
Roibal is running on the slate
called PIRG "a very viable part of parking spaces, lower tuition and with Rudy Miera, a vice
UNM life."
increased financial aid.
presidential candidate.
. On the question of raising the
activity fee to raise ASUNM's kitty
Dunphy said she would suppo~
"I would like ~o see the
He said he feels the proposed
sue!'! a _f!lOV e onlv-if"~' Ir.r&e~n II mhA~~J.)~M.~gg.Qy~~ll.lill.\!!.J<l!>~by;?-'''13~......,:- ~- ....... -·-~·'··'•·t' 't'-'~iilor stuu<:i'lts support~ 1 ·
.
aid and get lower mterest rates..
means non-ASUNM. stu ~n s
on the. other stde of the com, tuition keeps going up, 1 would hke get to vote too," Rmbal smd of the
Dunphy said she would work .to to see higher financial aid," he proposal to have part-time students
stop a tuition hike by lobbying With said.
ay an activity fee acccording to the
both the UNM Regents and the
~mount of hours they are taking.
Board of Educational Finance.
"If we had the support of a lot
Roibal, who has worked on the
Albuquerque Boycott Committee
of different groups, we could do and the Rad 1.0 Board, said he wants
k'
.
R 'bat
something."
On the par mg ISsue, 01
0
She is not running on a party organizations like the ~0~ , said he would like local surveys to
slate and is running with vice- Graduate Student Assscmation, be taken to find out what the
PIRG and KUNM to work together students want.
presidential candidate Ricardo on common issues. "The purpose
Zuniga
'

..

Mimi Swanson

No Minimum

. KINKO'S
2312 Cent. SE 268-8515

Ne\IV Mexico Daily Lobo
Want Ads say it
in a Big Waylf

Classified Advertising Rates
15c per word, $1.00 minimwn charge
Terms Cash in advance

•

Hours: 8:30A.M. to 4:30P.M.
Monday thru Friday

Enclosed $._____ Placed by ------Telephone:_ _ _ _ __
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Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mnico Daily
Lobo
times(s) beginning
, under, the heading
(circle one): I. Penonals;
2. Lost & Found;
3. Services;
-+. Housing;
5. For Sale;
6. Employment;
7. Travel
8. Miscellaneous.

.
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Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of-New Mexico
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Presidential candidate Mimi
Swanson said she feels she can be
effective in running ASUNM due to
her experience in government
management as a GS-7. She also
maintains that her proposals are
realistic and possible.
"My administration will be
based on competency. I'll emphasize recruiting people from
differents schools (of the university) so they can apply their
education." the28 -year-old junior
said.
Swanson, who is a business
and political science major, said
there is a greater need for evening
classes. The university should
expand its evening class offerings to
get a jump on the community
college, she said.
An ASUNM Senator for the
last year, Swanson also . said a
committee must be established "to
evaluate the proper form of
taxation of part time students."
She said she is in favor of polling
students, as well as faculty and
administrators, to find out what
they think on matters tilat affect
them.
Swanson, who has worked
with the Office of Research and
Consumer Affairs during her
tenure as a senator, said student.
government is presently discredited.
"We must win back the credibility
of student government," she said.
"A president has to create
enthusiasm and generate curiositv.

separate PIRG from studem
government. She added that she
would work to change PIRG's
method of funding to a check off
system where students would decide
whether they want to pay the PlRG
fee when they pay their tuition.
As president, Swanson said she
will seriously pursue the feasibility
of a multi-purpose recreational
building on campus. A marketing
survey to assess the needs of
students should be taken, ~"'e said,
as well as a survey of the university's administrators.
She said she wants to expand
the Lobby Committee's for increased state funding to UNM.
Swanson said she will pursue an
internal lobby effort with UNM's

. Central SE
oing orders call
1

u::,-s~;;

Here are the platforms of the
qmdidates for ASUNM president
and vice president in Wednesday's
ASUNM Spring General Election.
The LOBO has interviewed the
three candidates for president and
the five who are vying for vice
president.
In tomorrow's issue, we will
present the platforms of the 27
candidates for seats on the Senate.
Each of the candidates was
asked to give the LOBO a statement
and then questioned on issues in
this campiagn such as the New
Mexico Public Interest Research
Group, part-time students fees and
lobbying efforts.

Sun Study
Scheduled
The New Mexico Energy
E xtensiOn
·
Serv1ce
·
WI·11 b e spansoring three Passive Solar
Workshops at various Albuquerque
locations.
The workshops are free and
?riented t?w~d . those wh? a~e
mterested m domg somethmg m
solar but don't know. what to do or

,_,__frereTstr1escheduic :r -,,,

A ril 13 _ East San jose
P . C
18 l> Williams
Commumty ent~r,
SE; from_ 7 p.m.- W P1jmp k C _
:"pnl 17 --: 1 eMs ~r. Ro~d
mumty Center, R
oun am 0
NW; from 7 p.m.- 9 p.m.
Th
d'
h
k h
ose atten u'lg t e war s ops
will receive free booklets on how to
construct solar greenhouses and
literature describing active and
·
1
t
Tl
passive so ar sys ems.
10se
planning to attend are asked to call
277-3661 to register.

International Dances
wrap Up Festival
A display of versatile and colorful African fas~ions opened the
cultural program at the' International Festival Saturday mght.
The -program, which culminated an after~oon bazaar of liooths
featuring food and arts and crafts from 19 countnes, was marred by a lack
of seating and ventilation and by lengthy pauses between performances.
The show was scheduled to begin at 7 p.m. but did not get under way until
an hour later.
.
For the several hundred people who survived these inconvemences, the
international students presented a myriad of dances and songs from
around the world.
.
The students from the Philippines lit up the stage With a dance calle.d
"Pandanggo Sa Ilaw Oasioas," in which they balanced candles on thw
heads and palms.
. .
Several awards were also presented to st.ude.nts and admi?tstrators
who had been of outstanding service to the international center thiS year.

rafficking Reduced
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Bourne said use of cocaine is widespread, but
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3:~~~~~ <:;arter's chief "it's a much less consequential substance." He. said
.·:
~ubhshed Sunday the typical American cocaine user is o?e wh~ IS afUmted States today fluent and who "enjoys the pleasant h1gh which the
. .
drug can induce.
"These people also tend to employ reasonably
. psych1~tr!st,
hero!n t~affir.k!.ng good judgement in using the drug," he sa; d.
.
dechne m heromHe said the administration's cocaine strategy !S to
l,e,ration be.twee~ the keep the drug's price "inordinately high" by imposing
fare.
'\IJ?rO~ed Situation.. strict law enforcement measures.
,
~1on s p~ogress m
While he called heroin "the most senous st~eet
1~her major drugs. drug in terms of the health haz~rds a?d cnme
:;allr reduced th~ -.sociated with it," Bourne said the mcre~smg u~e of
;Umted St~tes ...s · PCP or "angel dust" by young people "1s the smgle
level m seven most significant drug problem."
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